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CITY OF SPRING HILL
BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN
SPECIAL CALL MEETING AGENDA
JUNE 3, 2019
05:30 PM
Call Special Call Meeting To Order
Stipulation of Aldermen Present
General Announcement
The procedural rules for public comment will be as follows: Items will be taken in order of the agenda. Audience members wishing to
speak must be recognized by the Mayor and will have five minutes to address the Board of Mayor and Aldermen. No rebuttal remarks are
permitted.
Concerned Citizens
1. Review and Discussion of Library Construction Contract
Attachment: Northfield Campus Report_12 06 17.pdf
Attachment: 2019-05-31 Ltr. from Tisher to Mayor.pdf
Attachment: LINK:solution 19-73_ to award contraRct to Carden Company_ Inc. and to authorize Mayor to execute contract documents for the Library at Northfield.pdf
Attachment: Northfield_20Business_20Park_20Spring_20Hill_20Report.pdf

Concerned Citizens
Adjourn
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December 6, 2017
Chuck Downham
Assistant City Administrator
City of Spring Hill
199 Town Center Pkwy.
P.O. Box 789
Spring Hill, Tennessee 37174
RE:

Sent Via Email:
cdownham@springhilltn.org

Northfield Campus Evaluation
5000 Northfield Lane
Spring Hill, Tennessee

Dear ChuckAttached is the evaluation report for the Northfield Campus based on my walk-thru of
the building with Dakota Mercer and a review of the existing drawings provided by the
City. Besides the general evaluation on the condition of the building the report contains
a section on building code considerations to accommodate the Spring Hill library and
police department. A list of recommendations the City should consider doing after the
purchase is complete is included at the end of the report.
If you have any questions, please give me a call.
Sincerely,

Charles W. (Buddy) Ferguson, AIA
Principal
Attachment
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December 6, 2017

NORTHFIELD CAMPUS EVALUATION
5000 Northfield lane
Spring Hill, Tennessee
Ferguson Architecture was retained by the City of Spring Hill to provide a general
evaluation of the Northfield Campus building for noticeable deficiencies and its fitness
for use by the City. The City is considering purchasing the building and relocating the
Spring Hill Library and Spring Hill Police Department to a portion of the premises. There
are current tenants located in the building that will also remain in the building once the
purchase is complete.
The evaluation is based on observations during a walk-thru of the building with Dakota
Mercer, the facility manager and a review of existing drawings of the building provided
by the City of Spring Hill.

General Overview
The two-story building was constructed in 1989
and contains approximately 348,155 sq. ft. of
space including the first, second and mechanical
penthouse floors (see Appendix 1) and is
protected by an automatic sprinkler system.
The building appears to have been wellmaintained since opening and is in good
condition requiring primarily cosmetic repairs to
the interior finishes in order to be able to lease
the space at market rates. Appendix 2 (obtained
off the Northfield Campus website) shows the
Door 700 Entrance
schematic layout of the first and second floors
and areas that are currently occupied by tenants.
The staggered layout of the plan and the five
entrance lobbies (Doors 100, 400, 500, 600 and
700) provide easy access into the building. Each
of the sections contains an elevator and egress
stairs. This will facilitate subdivision of the
building into separate tenants, each with their
own entrance identity, if desired. It should also
be easy to provide fire separation walls between
different occupany classifications, if required by
Loading Dock
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Northfield Campus Evaluation
December 6, 2017
Page 2 of 7

the Building Code, due to the staggered layout of the plan.
There are five mechanical penthouses containing the HVAC equipment serving the
sections of the building over which they are located. The egress stairs continue to the
penthouse levels to provide access. The building service elevator also continues to the
mechanical penthouse located above it. Access to the roof is by way of doors from the
penthouses or roof hatches located in the stairwells to access the penthouse roofs.
The building contains a stepped theater meeting
space with approximately 95 seats in the area
being considered for the library which provides
the opportunity for a valuable amenity for the
City. There is also a commercial kitchen and
cafeteria centrally located in the building. The
loading dock and trash compactor for the
building are located adjacent to the kitchen.
The overhead doors and dock leveler appear to
be in good working order.
Theater Meeting Space

Site Parking Lots
The parking lots are pervious concrete
pavement which, according to Dakota Mercer, is
part of the site stormwater management plan.
Grass has begun to grow in some spots which
could lead to deterioration of the paving.
Before any repairs are attempted a company
experienced in cleaning and maintenance of
pervious paving should be consulted to avoid
creating problems with the existing stormwater
Grass in Parking Lot
management.

Structure and Exterior Wall System
The existing building structure (concrete slabon-grade and conventional steel structure)
shows no evidence of settlement cracks, or
anything that would indicate structural
problems. The exterior wall has a precast
concrete base with ribbed metal wall panels and
an aluminum curtainwall system above the
base. The dirt and grime that has accumulated
over the years on the precast base can be
Precast Base / Metal Wall Panels
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Northfield Campus Evaluation
December 6, 2017
Page 3 of 7

pressure-washed to clean and restore the appearance. The metal wall panels and
curtainwall appear to be a Kynar paint finish which exhibits some chalking / fading of
the color which is to be expected given the age of the material. Cleaning might help but
is unlikely to restore it to the original appearance.
The seal appears to have failed on some of the
insulating glass units in the curtainwall creating a
fogged glass appearance. While this is unsightly
and reduces the energy performance in the
window unit it does not appear to be allowing
water into the curtainwall system. At some point
the defective window units should be replaced.
No deterioration of the sealant joints between
materials was observed. However, it is
recommended that part of the building
Defective Window Units
maintenance plan include regular inspection of
the sealant joints to help prevent problems due to
water intrusion.

Interior Walls, Ceilings and Finishes
Many of the interior walls are concrete masonry
units which appear to be in good condition and
show no signs of cracks, or settlement. For the
most part the original flooring, including
carpeting, has not been replaced except in areas
that have been modified for new tenants. The
existing carpeting will need to be replaced in
areas the City will occupy or as additional
tenants other parts of the building. The existing
VCT (vinyl composition tile) at the building
Corridor Carpeting
entrances and throughout the building shows no
evidence of separation from the concrete floor slab and generally is in good condition.
Minor sagging is present in many of the
suspended acoustical ceiling tiles throughout the
building. This is probably the result of
uncontrolled humidity during the time when the
building was unoccupied. There are water
stained tiles scattered throughout the building
probably as a result of previous roof leaks
although they all appeared to be dry at this time.
The damaged ceiling tiles should be replaced in
order to verify that the leaks have been repaired
Sagging Ceiling Tiles
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Northfield Campus Evaluation
December 6, 2017
Page 4 of 7

while the sagging tiles can be replaced as spaces are occupied if the appearance is
objectionable.

A portion of Building 700 was the main
computer room for the building and has raised
access flooring. Many of the floor panels have
holes in them where the computer equipment
was removed and will have to be replaced
before the space can be occupied.
Raised Access Flooring

Roof

The roof is the original coal tar pitch built-up roof system and is 28 years old. There is
evidence of previous leaks in some areas, primarily at the exterior wall coping and
flashings, but according to Dakota Mercer they
have either been repaired or a plan is in place
for making the repairs. The roof has been well
maintained but it is recommended that a
roofing consultant or contractor do a thorough
roof inspection and a help the City develop a
plan to begin replacement of the existing roof
and insulation. The information in Appendix 3,
which was provided by Dakota Mercer, shows
the estimates he has received to replace the
Existing Built-Up Roof
existing roof system, insulation and flashings
with either a 2-ply SBS modified roof system or an adhered 60 mil TPO roof system.
Both systems provide new 3.5” polyisocyanurate roof insulation that meets the
currently adopted Energy Code as well as a manufacturer’s 20-year warranty.

Mechanical, Plumbing and Electrical Systems
The existing mechanical, plumbing and electrical
systems were not included in our evaluation.
However, the general condition of the systems
was discussed with Dakota Mercer. All of the
HVAC equipment is original but has been
maintained by an on-site Carrier technician
since South Central Tennessee Workforce
Alliance (SCTWA) took over the building
management. Appendix 4, provided by Dakota
Mercer, is a current status report of the
Mechanical Penthouse
mechanical systems prepared by the Carrier
technician.
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Northfield Campus Evaluation
December 6, 2017
Page 5 of 7

Roof drainage is provided by internal roof drains with emergency relief standpipes.
Other than normal required maintenance the plumbing and drainage systems are in
good working order.
The building contains six passenger elevators and one service elevator. The elevators
have been regularly inspected by the State Elevator Division and meet the current State
Elevator Code.
According to Dakota Mercer the existing
electrical systems and emergency lighting are in
good working order. He also stated that all of
the building and parking lot lighting has been
converted to LED lighting. However, none of the
lighting is controlled with occupancy sensors or
other automated lighting control systems which
is now a requirement of the 2009 IBC Energy
Code which is the currently adopted code for
the City of Spring Hill.
Existing Restroom

The City may want to consider having a
mechanical / electrical engineer prepare an evaluation of the existing mechanical,
plumbing and electrical systems to verify the information that has been provided by
Dakota Mercer. A general cleaning and housekeeping should be done in the mechanical
penthouses to remove items blocking egress pathways and equipment.

Fire Protection and Alarm Systems
The existing fire protection and alarm systems
were also not included in our evaluation other
than a general discussion of the systems with
Dakota Mercer. He indicated that the automatic
sprinkler and fire alarm systems underwent
annual inspections as required by the State and
were up to date. He is also in the process of
obtaining quotes to update the fire protection
for the kitchen exhaust hood with a 6-gallon
Ansul fire suppression system.
Kitchen Exhaust Hood

ADA (Americans with Disabilities Act) Considerations
The building was constructed prior to the passage of the ADA which requires all
buildings used by a public entity to be designed and constructed in such manner that
the facility or part of the facility is readily accessible to and usable by individuals with
disabilities. Any alterations to the existing building would have to meet the 2010
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Northfield Campus Evaluation
December 6, 2017
Page 6 of 7

Americans with Disabilities Act. Normal maintenance, such as reroofing, painting, etc. is
not considered to be an alteration and would not trigger the requirement to upgrade to
the current ADA. For the most part it appears that the building is in general
conformance since it was designed to meet the Handicapped Code enforced at that
time. However, since portions of the building may be occupied by the City of Spring Hill
it is recommended that a detailed ADA compliance audit of the building and site be
conducted by a firm that specializes in ADA compliance.

Building Code Considerations
Buildings are classified according to construction type and occupancy type by the
Building Code for the purposes of determining the size allowed and fire ratings required
for a specific building. Typically, when alterations are made to an existing building that
was built under a previously adopted Building Code it is not required to upgrade the
building to the currently adopted Code unless the occupancy classification is changed or
the improvements exceed a value determined by the local building official. The uses
being considered by the City, the library and the police department, will not change the
occupancy classification but further discussion with the local building officials may be
needed to verify if the planned improvements will require any Building Code upgrades.
The State Fire Marshal has jurisdiction over Assembly occupancies and should be
included in any discussions regarding the library which is classified as Assembly.
The building was constructed under the 1985 Standard Building Code as a Type IV
Unprotected, fully sprinklered building containing Business and Assembly occupancies.
No fire ratings were required for the structure but the egress stairs, elevator shafts and
other vertical shafts are protected by one-hour fire partitions.
Under the currently adopted 2012 International Building Code (2012 IBC) the building
would be classified as Type IIB construction but the occupancy classifications remain the
same. There are provisions in the 2012 IBC that allow a building of this size,
construction type and occupancy when provided with an automatic sprinkler system.
However, construction of a one-hour fire partition will be required between Assembly
and Business occupancies.
A more detailed review of the Building Code is a normal part of the design process.
Once the program requirements for the library and police department are established
this review can be done and should include meeting with local building officials and the
State Fire Marshal.
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Page 7 of 7

Recommendations
Based on the findings of this report it is recommended that the City do the following
once the purchase of the building is completed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Engage a firm that specializes in ADA compliance to conduct an ADA compliance
audit of the building and site.
Roof system inspection by a roofing consultant or contractor to help the City
develop a plan for replacement of the existing roofing system.
Engage a mechanical / electrical engineer to provide an evaluation of the
existing mechanical, plumbing and electrical systems.
Engage a consulting engineer specializing in fire protection and fire alarm
systems to provide an evaluation of the existing automatic sprinkler and fire
alarm systems.
Engage a consultant with experience in cleaning and maintenance of pervious
paving to develop a maintenance plan for the parking lots.
Develop a maintenance plan for regularly scheduled inspections and
maintenance of items such as roofing, exterior sealant joints, mechanical and
electrical systems.
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An Appraisal Report

Of

Northfield Business Park
A 324,500 SF Office Property
5000 Northfield Lane
Unincorporated Spring Hill,
Maury County, Tennessee 37174

Effective Date of Report
October 31, 2017

Specifically For
Ms. Missy Stahl, CMFO
Senior Project Manager
City of Spring Hill
P.O. Box 789
Spring Hill, Tennessee 37174

By
Huber & Lamb Appraisal Group, Inc.
5556 Franklin Pike, Suite 100
Nashville, Tennessee 37220-2132
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5556 Franklin Pike, #100
Nashville, TN 37220
Tel: 615-371-8575
Fax: 615-370-1216
www.HuberLamb.com

Murray W. Huber, RM

H

uber
& amb

James E. Lamb, MAI

L

Appraisal Group, Inc.

November 30, 2017

Ms. Missy Stahl, CMFO
Senior Project Manager
City of Spring Hill
P.O. Box 789
Spring Hill, Tennessee 37174

RE:

An Appraisal Report of
Northfield Business Park
A 324,500 SF Office Property
5000 Northfield Lane
Unincorporated Spring Hill, Maury County, Tennessee 37174

Dear Ms. Stahl, CMFO:
At your request and authorization, we have appraised the above referenced property for the purpose of
estimating its market value as of October 31, 2017. The property rights being appraised are the Leased
Fee interest in the subject property. It is our understanding that the intended use of the report is to assist
in making business decisions concerning a purchase.
Based on the inspection of the property and the investigations and analyses undertaken, we have formed
the opinion that, as of October 31, 2017 and subject to the Assumptions and Limiting Conditions set forth
in the attached report, the market value of the Leased Fee interest in the subject property is:
Nine Million Six Hundred Eighty Thousand Dollars
($9,680,000)
Exposure Period: The exposure period is estimated to be 12 months, assuming the subject is placed on
the market at the final value estimate conclusion above.
Two approaches to value were utilized in the valuation process for the subject property. These included
the sales comparison approach, the income approach and the cost approach.
The narrative appraisal report that follows contains the identification of the property, the assumptions and
limiting conditions, pertinent facts about the area and the subject property, comparable data, the results of
the investigations and analyses, and the reasoning leading to the conclusions contained herein. Our
analysis, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared in accordance with
the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice published by the Appraisal Foundation, the
Code of Professional Ethics and the Standards of Professional Practice of the Appraisal Institute and the
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Ms. Missy Stahl, CMFO
November 30, 2017
Page 2
Financial Institution Reform Recovery and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA). The engagement letter
for this assignment is presented as an exhibit in the Addenda to the report.
We appreciate the opportunity to be of service to you. Should you have any questions concerning this
appraisal, please do not hesitate to contact this office. For further information, your attention is directed
to the following report.
Respectfully submitted,
HUBER & LAMB APPRAISAL GROUP, INC

James E. Lamb, MAI

Eugene L. Poe, Jr.

Review Appraiser
State Certified General Real Estate Appraiser
Licensee #CG-557

Associate Appraiser
State Certified General Real Estate Appraiser
Licensee #CG-1885
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Summary of Important Facts & Conclusions
Report Type:

An Appraisal Report

Valuation Conclusion:
Final Value Estimate:
Cost Approach:
Sales Comparison Approach:
Income Capitalization Approach:

$9,680,000
Omitted
$10,000,000
$9,680,000

Value Estimate's Implied Units of Comparison:
Value/SF:
$32.23
GIM:
2.70
Overall Rate:
13.57%
Estimated Exposure Period:

12 months, assuming the subject is placed on the
market at the final value estimate conclusion
above

Interest Appraised:

Leased Fee

Significant Appraisal Dates:
Date of Appraisal Report:
Effective Date Of Appraisal:
Date of Inspection:

November 30, 2017
October 31, 2017
October 31, 2017

Location:
Property Name:
Address:
Physical Location:
City:
County:
Zip Code:
State:

Northfield Business Park
5000 Northfield Lane
West side of US-31, South of Saturn Parkway
Unincorporated Spring Hill
Maury
37174
Tennessee

Legal Description:
Tax Map/Parcel:

029-014.00

Property Description:
Improvements:
Property Type:
Tenancy:
Size (Gross Building Area):
Size (Net Rentable Area):
Year Built:

Huber & Lamb Appraisal Group, Inc.
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Summary of Important Facts & Conclusions, cont’d.
Highest and Best Use:
As Vacant:
As Improved:

Huber & Lamb Appraisal Group, Inc.
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Hold for future investment of an industrial use.
Continued use as an office building.
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The Appraisal Assignment
Identification of Subject Property
Property Name:
Property Type:
Address:
General Location:
City:
County:
State:
Zip Code:
Tax Map/Parcel:
Metes & Bounds Description:

Northfield Business Park
Office
5000 Northfield Lane
West side of US-31, South of Saturn Parkway
Unincorporated Spring Hill
Maury
Tennessee
37174
029-014.00
Not available

Appraiser Competency:

The appraiser(s) have considered the nature of this
appraisal problem and our experience appraising this
property type. Based on this, we have the knowledge
and experience to complete the assignment competently.

Purpose & Use of The Appraisal Report
Purpose of Report:

Estimate the "as is" market value of subject property.
The reader is referred to the Definition of Terms section
of the report for the definition of market value as utilized
in this analysis.

Client:

Ms. Missy Stahl, CMFO
Senior Project Manager
City of Spring Hill
P.O. Box 789
Spring Hill, Tennessee 37174

Client's Intended Use of Report:

Assist in making business decisions concerning a
purchase.

Intended User(s):

City of Spring Hill
The users of this appraisal and report are identified as
City of Spring Hill. The information contained in this
report is specific to the needs of the client and for the
intended use stated. Any use of this report by anyone
other than the stated intended user is prohibited.

Property Rights Being Appraised
The property rights being appraised are the leased fee interest in the subject property. The
reader is referred to the Definition of Terms section of the report for the definition of the leased
fee interest as utilized in this analysis.

Huber & Lamb Appraisal Group, Inc.
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The Appraisal Assignment, cont’d.
Significant Dates of Appraisal
The subject property is being appraised as of the effective date presented below. The
appraised property is subject to the market influences and economic conditions that existed on
that date. The Date of the Report represents the approximate date the appraisal report was
performed and/or completed.
Date of Appraisal Report:
Effective Date of Appraisal:
Date of Inspection:

November 30, 2017
October 31, 2017
October 31, 2017

Scope of Appraisal
In preparing this appraisal report, the appraisers have completed several steps to assemble
the data and form the opinions presented in this written report.
1. Considered the complexity of the property and the appraisal assignment in the context
of the purpose and intended use of the appraisal report.
2. Analyzed the Maury County and MSA economy and the subject neighborhood to
determine the market conditions that affect the subject's market value.
3. Inspected the subject property and surrounding neighborhood.
4. Gathered physical and/or factual data on the subject recorded data, physical
characteristics of the site and improvements, and legal restrictions imposed by the
municipal government.
5. Analyzed the data gathered and determined their effects on market value in conjunction
with the highest and best use of the real estate as if vacant and as improved.
6. Considered the appropriateness of the three traditional appraisal approaches to value
including the cost approach, sales comparison approach and the income capitalization
approach.
7. The application and process of each valuation approach are detailed in their respective
report sections; however, the appraisers have thoroughly researched market data in
each approach and have presented the most pertinent data and the reasoning and
opinions leading to the conclusion of market value via each approach to value.
8. Reconciled the analysis and value indications by the three approaches to value into a
final market value conclusion.
9. The appraisal report option for this assignment is an Appraisal Report in accordance
with Standards Rule 2-2 of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.
As such, it presents sufficient information to enable the client and other intended users,
as identified, to understand it properly.
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The Appraisal Assignment, cont’d.
Subject Property Sales History
The following summarizes the most recent sales transaction and prior sales history of the
subject property:
Current Owner of Record:
Most Recent Transaction Data:
Transaction Date:
Grantor:
Consideration:
Deed Book/Page:
Comparison to
Concluded Value:

Current Listing/Contracts:

Hyperion Development Group LLC

8/4/2016
GM Motors LLC
$475,000; not arm’s length
R2299/563
The previous transaction on October 30, 2014, is not an
arm's length transaction. The concluded market value
estimate of this report considers the high vacancy of the
building plus the condition and age of the improvements.
The subject property had been listed for $13 million
earlier this year. The listing broker reported no interest.
The City of Spring Hill, which was contemplating
spending about $18 million to expand City Services, was
approached about considering the subject property. The
City of Spring Hill and GM Plant have been long-time
partners in the community. The City accepted a pending
contract of $8,180,000 for the entire property. A closing
date is unknown but likely in the near-term. The City
plans to utilize about 40,000 SF of the building for a
relocated police department and another 40,000 to the
Chamber of Commerce and possibly other services. The
Chamber of Commerce space appeared to be occupied
by the Chamber during the site visit. To our knowledge,
the remaining office portions of the property will be
leased to third-party office users.
The development of this appraisal is the As-Is market
value of the subject property. Our estimate assumes a
typical buyer of the current use as multi-tenant office.
Our final estimate is higher than the contract price but
lower than the listing price.
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Definition of Terms
1.

Market Value - The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive
and open market under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller, each
acting prudently and knowledgeably and assuming the price is not affected by undue
stimulus. Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date
and the passing of title from seller to buyer under conditions whereby:
1.

Buyer and seller are typically motivated;

2.

Both parties are well informed or well advised, and acting in what they consider
their own best interests;

3.

A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market;

4.

Payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms of financial
arrangements comparable thereto; and

5.

The price represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by
special or creative financing or sales concessions granted by anyone associated with
the sale.
Sources:

1. Comptroller of the Currency; 12 CFR Part 34 Section 34.42 (g) of
Federal Regulations.
2. FDIC Final Rule on Title XI of the Financial Institutions Reform,
Recovery, and Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA), effective
September 19, 1990, as defined in 12 CFR Part 323.4.a.10.

2.

Highest and Best Use - That reasonable and probable use that will support the highest
present value, as defined, as of the effective date of the appraisal. Alternatively, that use,
from among reasonably probable and legal alternative uses, found to be physically
possible, appropriately supported, financially feasible, and which results in the highest
land value.

3.

Nonconforming Use - A structure, building or use which was lawful prior to the
adoption, revision or amendment of the zoning ordinance, but which fails, by reason of
such adoption, revision or amendment, to conform to the present requirements of a
zoning district.

4.

Market Rent - The rental income that a property would most probably command on the
open market; indicated by current rents paid and asked for comparable space as of the
date of appraisal.

5.

Market Price - The amount actually paid, or to be paid for a property in a particular
transaction. This differs from market value in that it is an accomplished or historic fact,
whereas market value is and remains an estimate until proven. Market price involves no
assumption of prudent conduct by the parties, of absence of undue stimulus or of any other
condition basic to the market value concept.
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Definition of Terms, cont’d.
6.

Appreciation - Increase in value due to increase in cost to reproduce, value over the cost,
or value at some specified earlier point in time, brought about by greater demand, improved
economic conditions, increasing price levels, reversal of depreciating environmental
trends, improved transportation facilities, direction of community or area growth, or other
factors.

7.

Depreciation - A loss of utility and hence value from any cause. An effect caused by
deterioration and/or obsolescence.

8.

Investment Value - The value of an investment to a particular investor, based on his or
her investment requirements; as distinguished from market value, which is impersonal and
detached.

9.

Functional Obsolescence - Impairment of functional capacity or efficiency. Functional
obsolescence reflects the loss in value brought about by such factors as overcapacity,
inadequacy, and changes in the art, that effect the property item itself or its relation with
other items comprising a larger property. The inability of a structure to perform adequately
the function for which it is currently employed.

10.

External Obsolescence - Impairment of desirability or useful life arising from factors
external to the property, such as economic forces or environmental changes which affect
supply-demand relationships in the market. Loss in the use and value of a property arising
from the factors of external obsolescence is to be distinguished from loss in value from
physical deterioration and functional obsolescence, both of which are inherent in the
property. Also referred to as locational or economic obsolescence.

11.

Fee Simple Estate - Absolute ownership unencumbered by any other interest or estate;
subject only to the limitations of eminent domain, escheat, police power, and taxation.

12.

Leased Fee Estate - An ownership interest held by a landlord with the right of use and
occupancy conveyed by lease to others; usually consists of the right to receive rent and the
right to repossession at the termination of the lease.

13.

Leasehold Estate - The right to use and occupy real estate for a stated term and under
certain conditions; conveyed by a lease.

14.

Present Value - The current monetary value. It is the today's cash lump sum which
represents the current value of the right to collect future payments. It is the discounted
value of aggregate future payments.

15.

Gross Sales Proceeds - The total amount of invoiced sales, before deducting returns,
allowances, etc. over the forecasted sellout period.

16.

Forecasting - Predicting a future happening or condition based on past trends and the
perceptions of market participants, tempered with analytical judgment concerning the
continuation of these trends and the realization of these perceptions in the future.
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Definition of Terms, cont’d.
17.

Overall Capitalization Rate - An income rate for a total property that reflects the
relationship between a single year's net operating income expectancy or an annual average
of several years' income expectancies and total price or value; used to convert net operating
income into an indication of overall property value.

18.

Discount Rate - A rate of return on capital used to convert future payments or receipts into
present value.

19.

Internal Rate of Return - The annualized rate of return on capital that is generated or
capable of being generated within an investment or portfolio over the period of ownership;
similar to the equity yield rate; often used to measure profitability after income taxes, i.e.,
the after-tax equity yield rate; the rate of discount that makes the net present value of an
investment equal to zero; discounts all returns from an investment, including returns from
its termination, to equal the original investment.

20.

Retail Value - The term "retail" refers to the aggregate sum of all the individual unit values
as of the date of the appraisal. Generally applied to residential lot sales or condominium
developments.

Sources of Definitions: The American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers, The Dictionary of
Real Estate Appraisal; American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers and Society of Real Estate
Appraisers, Real Estate Terminology, Ed. Byrl N Boyce (Cambridge, MA: Ballinger Publishing
Company, 1981); or standard industry definitions.
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Definition of Terms, cont’d.
Supplemental Definitions
1.

Market Value "As Is" on Appraisal Date: An estimate of the market value of a property
in the condition observed upon inspection and as it physically and legally exists without
hypothetical conditions, assumptions, or qualifications as of the date the appraisal is
prepared.

2.

Prospective Value Upon Completion of Construction: The Value presented assumes all
proposed construction, conversion, rehabilitation is hypothetically completed, or under
other specified hypothetical conditions, as of the future date when such construction
completion is projected to occur. If anticipated market conditions indicate that stabilized
occupancy is not likely as of the date of completion, this estimate shall reflect the market
value of the property in its then "as-is" leased state (future cash flows must reflect
additional lease-up costs, including tenant improvements and leasing commissions, for all
areas not pre-leased). For properties where individual units are to be sold over a period of
time, this value should represent that point in time when all construction and development
costs have been expended for that phase, or those phases, under valuation.

3.

Prospective Value Upon Achieving Stabilized Occupancy: The value presented
assumes the property has attained the optimum level of long-term occupancy, which an
income-producing real estate project is expected to achieve under competent management
after exposure for leasing in the open market for a reasonable period of time at terms and
conditions comparable to competitive offerings. The date of stabilization must be
estimated and stated within the report.

4.

Proposed Tract Development: Means a project of five units or more that is constructed,
or is to be constructed, as a single development. A tract development may be units in a
subdivision, condominium project, timeshare project, or any similar project meant to be
sold as individual units over a period of time.

5.

Fair Value - The cash price that might reasonably be anticipated in a current sale under all
conditions requisite to a fair sale. A "fair sale" means that buyer and seller are each acting
prudently, knowledgeably, and under no necessity to buy or sell. "Current sale" means that
the property is exposed to the open market for a reasonable time considering the property
type and local market conditions. When a current sale is unlikely, i.e., when it is unlikely
that the sale can be completed within 12 months, the appraiser should discount to present
value any and all cash flows which might be generated by the property to obtain the
estimate of fair value. These cash flows include, but are not limited to, those arising from
ownership, development, operation, and sale of the property. The discount applied should
reflect the appraiser's judgment of what a prudent, knowledgeable purchaser under no
necessity to buy would be willing to pay to purchase the property in a current sale.
Whenever the appraiser believes that more than one year is necessary for a fair sale of the
property, the appraiser shall state and justify the estimated holding period, cash flows and
the discount rate applied.
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Assumptions & Limiting Conditions
Standard Rule 2-2g of the Code of Professional Ethics and Standards of Professional
Conduct of the Appraisal Institute requires the appraiser to clearly and accurately set forth all
facts, assumptions and conditions that affect the analysis, opinions and conclusions upon which
the appraisal is based. In compliance therewith, and to assist the reader in interpreting this report,
such assumptions and limiting conditions are set forth as follows:
1.

Title is assumed to be marketable and free and clear of all liens and encumbrances,
easements, and restrictions except those specifically discussed in the report. The property
is appraised assuming it to be under responsible ownership and competent management
and available for its highest and best use.

2.

No opinion is intended to be expressed for legal matters or that would require specialized
investigation or knowledge beyond that ordinarily employed by real estate appraisers,
notwithstanding the fact that such matters may be discussed in the report.

3.

The date of value to which the opinions expressed in this report apply is set forth in the
letter of transmittal. The appraiser assumes no responsibility for economic or physical
factors occurring at some later date which may affect the opinion herein stated.

4.

The valuation is reported in dollars of currency prevailing on the date of appraisal.

5.

Maps, plats, and exhibits included herein are for illustration only as an aid in visualizing
matters discussed within the report. They should not be considered as surveys or relied
upon for any other purpose.

6.

The forecasts, projections, or operating estimates contained herein are based on current
market conditions, anticipated short-term supply and demand factors, and generally
recognized economic trends as stated within this report. These forecasts are, therefore,
subject to changes with future conditions.

7.

Neither all nor any part of the contents of this report (especially any conclusions as to
value, the identity of the appraiser or the firm with which he is connected, or any reference
to the Appraisal Institute or the MAI or RM designation) shall be disseminated to the
public through advertising media, public relations media, news media, sales media or any
other public means of communication without prior written consent and approval of the
undersigned.

8.

The appraiser is not required to give testimony or to appear in court by reason of this
appraisal, unless prior arrangements have been made.

9.

Any opinions of value provided in the report apply to the entire property, and any
proration or division of the total into fractional interests will invalidate the opinion of
value, unless such proration or division of interests has been set forth in the report.

10. Certain information concerning market and operating data was obtained from others. This
information is verified and checked, where possible, and is used in this appraisal only if it
is believed to be accurate and correct. However, such information is not guaranteed.
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Assumptions & Limiting Conditions, cont’d.
11. Real Estate Values are influenced by a large number of external factors. The data
contained herein is all of the data we consider necessary to support the value estimate. We
have not knowingly withheld any pertinent facts, but we do not guarantee that we have
knowledge of all factors which might influence the value of the subject. Due to rapid
changes in the external factors, the value estimate is considered reliable only as of the date
of the appraisal.
12. Opinions of value contained herein are estimates. There is no guarantee, written or
implied, that the subject property will sell for such amounts.
13. It is assumed that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the property, subsoil, or
structures which would render it more or less valuable. No responsibility is assumed for
such conditions or for engineering which may be required to discover such factors.
14. If the subject of the appraisal is an improved property, the appraiser has personally
inspected the property and finds no obvious evidence of structural deficiencies except as
stated in this report; however, no responsibility for hidden defects or conformity to specific
governmental requirements, such as fire, building and safety, earthquake, or occupancy
codes can be assumed without provision of specific professional or governmental
inspections.
15. Unless otherwise stated in this report, the existence of hazardous material, which may or
may not be present on the property, was not observed by the appraiser. The appraiser has
no knowledge of the existence of such materials on or in the property. The appraiser,
however, is not qualified to detect such substances. The presence of substances such as
asbestos, urea-formaldehyde foam insulation or other potentially hazardous materials may
affect the value of the property. The value estimate is predicated on the assumption that
there is no such material on or in the property that would cause a loss in value. No
responsibility is assumed for any such conditions, or for any expertise or engineering
knowledge required to discover them. The client is urged to retain an expert in this field, if
desired.
16. We have not made a specific compliance survey and analysis of this property to determine
whether or not it is in conformity with the various detailed requirements of the Americans
with Disabilities Act (aka, ADA). It is possible that a compliance survey of the property
together with a detailed analysis of the requirements of the ADA could reveal that the
property is not in compliance with one or more of the requirements of the Act. If so, this
fact could have a negative effect upon the value of the property. Since we have no direct
evidence relating to this issue, we did not consider possible non-compliance with the
requirements of ADA in estimating the value of the property.
Extraordinary Assumptions and Hypothetical Conditions
Extraordinary Assumptions
An extraordinary assumption is defined by the USPAP as “an assumption, directly related to a
specific assignment, which, if found to be false, could alter the appraiser’s opinions or
conclusions. Extraordinary assumptions presume as fact otherwise uncertain information about
physical, legal or economic characteristics of the subject property; or about conditions external to
the property, such as market conditions or trends; or about the integrity of data used in an
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Assumptions & Limiting Conditions, cont’d.
analysis.”
This appraisal employs no extraordinary assumptions.
Hypothetical Conditions
A hypothetical condition is defined by the USPAP as “that which is contrary to what exists but is
supposed for the purpose of analysis. Hypothetical conditions assume conditions contrary to
known facts about physical, legal, or economic characteristics of the subject property; or about
conditions external to the property, such as market conditions or trends; or about the integrity of
data used in an analysis.”
This appraisal employs no hypothetical conditions.
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Area Data & Analysis
Metropolitan Area Summary
MSA Population
Demographics Summary Data
Nashville MSA
Compounded Growth Rates

2010

2017

2022

2010-2017

2017-2022

Population

1,670,890

1,890,745

2,059,020

1.8%

1.7%

Households

647,037

727,254

789,957

1.7%

1.7%

Median Household Income

$56,108

$63,647

2.6%

Average Household Income

$79,265

$90,339

2.6%

Per Capita Income

$30,910

$35,047

2.5%

*Source: ESRI Online Demographics
The MSA population growth rate has been a relatively strong 1.78% per year from 2010 to
2017. This growth rate is anticipated to continue at a slightly higher rate into the near-term
future. The growth rate from 2014 to 2015 was 3.05% and ESRI forecasts a 1.7% annual rate
over the next five years.

Nashville MSA Economy
The following charts present employment and labor market statistics for the Nashville
MSA.
Labor Market Statistics
Nashville MSA
Employment by Place of Work

# Change

Growth Rates

Year

2012

2016

2012-2016

2012-2016

Construction & Mining

33,100

40,100

7,000

21.1%

Manufacturing

70,300

81,800

11,500

16.4%

Trade, Transportion & Utilities

163,000

180,600

17,600

10.8%

Information

20,700

23,100

2,400

11.6%

Financial Activities

51,000

62,700

11,700

22.9%

Professional & Business Services

117,700

155,900

38,200

32.5%

Educational & Health Services

129,500

145,700

16,200

12.5%

Leisure & Hospitality

86,400

105,600

19,200

22.2%

Other Services

35,000

38,900

3,900

11.1%

Government
Total

109,800
816,400

115,200
949,600

5,400
133,200

4.9%
16.3%

T otals may not equal addition of columns due to BLS rounding. Data is actual reported by BLS.
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Area Data & Analysis, cont’d.
The Nashville economy has a similar mix of job sectors as compared to the U.S. average.
Major employers include state and local government, Vanderbilt University and Medical Center,
HCA Health Care Corporation, the automobile, and healthcare industries. Nashville is considered
the health care industry capital and home to numerous healthcare provider and management
companies.
Employment Data
Nashville MSA

Year
Civilian Labor Force
Unemployed
Unemployment Rate

2014

2015

2016

915,748

939,994

972,625

47,395

42,329

36,910

5.2%

Change
Employed by Residence
Change
Employed by Place of Work
(non-agricultural)
Change

868,353

880,200

4.5%

3.8%

-0.7%

-0.7%

897,665

935,715

3.4%

4.2%

914,600

949,600

3.9%

3.8%

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
The employment figures indicate a significant job growth over the past three years. The
Nashville non-agricultural employment growth rate is recognized as one of the strongest growth
rates in the country over this period. The unemployment rate had been relatively stagnant up to
2007 but increased significantly in 2009 due to the national recession. The unemployment rate
has improved significantly since the high point of June 2009 rate of 10.4%. However, the rate did
not return to the pre-recession levels of 4% to 4.5% range until April 2015. The State 2016
annual unemployment was 5.1% compared to the annual 2012 at 7.8% and annual 2013 at 7.1%.
The difference between Employed by Residence and Employed by Place of Work is a
measurement of workforce migration. A higher By Place of Work indicates workers are
migrating into the metropolitan area; however, this gap has been increasing over the past two to
three years. The following charts graphically present the key annual employment data over a
longer period of time.
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Area Data & Analysis, cont’d.

Unemployment Rate %

Annual Unemployment Trends
10.0%
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Area Data & Analysis, cont’d.

Job Growth %

Job Growth %
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Given the recent recession and weak economy, any movement in employment can only be
measured with any accuracy of when the recession began and when the economy may begin to
pull out of the weak economic doldrums by analyzing monthly data. The recession officially
ended in June 2009, but the weak economy continued to linger for some time. In 2011 through
2016, the area has had strong employment growth with 2012 through 2016 representing one of
the strongest job growth rate markets in the country. The following charts present a five-year
history of monthly data.
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Area Data & Analysis, cont’d.

Monthly Employment Trends
Employment (000's)
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The data indicates that unemployment peaked in June 2009 at 10.4% and has shown a
generally continual declining trend. The December 2014 unemployment rate was 4.8% and
December 2015 at 4.2%. Thus, the economy is showing a positive trend in employment. Most
regional economists indicate that the employment data should continue to show positive trends
through 2017. Employment growth became significant with at or slightly over 30,000 jobs
created in 2012 through 2016. The 2011 employment gain was 23,600, which is a historically
strong figure. While unemployment remained slightly higher than pre-recession figures in 2014,
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Area Data & Analysis, cont’d.
beginning in March 2015 unemployment went below pre-recession levels. Employment
surpassed pre-recession total employment in 2012. This had been a relatively long weak
economic cycle compared to historical economic downturns. However, based on 2011 through
mid-2017 employment gains, it appears growth has returned to a not only normal level for this
local economy but even stronger.
Local Real Estate Trends: From 2004 through 2007, all real estate sectors generally
enjoyed reasonable to good occupancy levels with moderate new supply growth. As the economy
reached a sustained level in 2006 and 2007, new construction in retail, industrial and office
increased significantly, but not to levels that outpaced absorption levels. Due to the moderate
strength of the local and national economy, these years emulated healthy absorption levels. In the
months leading up to the proclaimed National recession of 2008, the MSA was forced to follow
suit as the availability of credit funding virtually hauled resulting in high unemployment and
plummeting real estate values through 2010. Strict lending regulations followed with credit
available only to the most credit-worthy lenders until some of the strict regulations were lifted in
2012. The year 2012 was the mark that set the economy in an upward spiral. The years 2012 and
2013 reflect a period when significant lending activity occurred for real estate, though a good
percentage of sales at this point reflected values lower than the post-recession area period of 2007
and 2008. The years 2014 through 2016 have, for the most part, finally reached and surpassed the
pre-recessionary real property values.
The single-family housing market felt the proclaimed recessionary downturn as early as
2007. By mid to late 2007, marked as the National housing crisis, new home absorption had
already dropped significantly and existing home sales started a downward spiral. As a result,
home values declined as did sales activity. Home values would not see the start of a recovery in
values until late 2011. For most submarkets in the MSA, a return to the previous home value of
mid-2007 had recovered by 2013. Sales activity has been increasing to historically strong levels
ever since.
Commercial real estate had experienced a negative impact as well. The primary negative
impact had been the credit crunch and limited ability to finance. Due to the weak economy, all
real estate categories had relatively high vacancy levels in 2009 and 2010. However, with limited
construction in 2010 through 2011, occupancies slowly recovered to reasonable levels. As of the
end of 2015, office was at 5.3%, retail at 5.2%, industrial at 5.8% and apartment at 4.4%.
Absorption levels for the office, retail and industrial have been relatively low compared to
historical levels but improving in 2012 through 2016.
The overall apartment market had a decline in occupancy levels from about 93% in 2007
and prior years to at or slightly under 91% level in 2008 and 2009. Beginning in 2010,
occupancies began to improve. In the 1st quarter of 2013, the overall market occupancy was
95.8%. In 4th quarter 2015, it was 95.5%. Over the past four years, overall rates have declined
back to historic healthy levels. In the multifamily real estate, an influx of new developments has
brought Nashville 2,500+ new units in 2014 and 4,500+ units in 2015. At year-end 2015, 10,136
units were under construction with another 10,000-plus unit proposed. It is important to realize
the region only added 1,300 per year from 2008 to 2012, well below market demand, creating the
current pent-up demand. However, this very large number of new construction is unprecedented
due to the attraction of national developers to this market’s strong economic factors. The
apartment market will have to be monitored closely over the next few years.
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Area Data & Analysis, cont’d.
Conclusion
Over the past four years, Nashville has been recognized as one of the stronger local
economies in the nation particularly due to the strong job growth rate over this period. This has
drawn significant real estate capital and investors to the area, particularly over the past two years.
In 2014 through mid-2017 in particular, new construction has increased significantly, particularly
in the urban core. In turn, this has resulted in increasing market rents and values. This
phenomenon should continue over the next few years as demand should generally be in balance
with new construction. The only real estate sector to be considered at risk is the apartment
market due to the very large number of units under construction and proposed. In the long-term,
the Nashville real estate market is anticipated to retain its prior history of above average growth
and sustainability.

Neighborhood Analysis
Neighborhood Boundaries
North:
East:
South:
West:

SH-840
IH-65
SH-396 – Saturn Pkwy & Kedron Rd.
Rail line (US-31)

Distance from GM Plant:
Distance from Columbia:
Distance from Franklin:
Percent Built-Up:
General Land Uses:
Single Family:
Apartment:
Retail, Office:
Industrial, heavy commercial:
Types of Commercial Tenancies:
Predominant:
Secondary:
Predominant Property Age Range:
Neighborhood Life Cycle Stage:
Public Transportation:

GM Plant abuts neighborhood to the west
12 miles north of Columbia
11 miles south of Franklin
40±%
80%; new to 20 yrs. old - value range is $150,000 to
$500,000
5%
15%
Trace
Multi-tenant; retail
Single tenant; retail
1990 - New Construction
Growing
None

Comments: Residential development in this neighborhood has increased dramatically
since the early to mid-1990's as a lower priced alternative to Franklin, TN to the north. The City
of Spring Hill straddles both Williamson County and Maury County. The bulk of the new
development has been in the Williamson County portion of Spring Hill. However, development
patterns have been changing over the past 12 months as increased new home construction is
forecasted to pick up significantly in Maury County, particularly north of Saturn Parkway and
along Kedron Rd.
A review of the neighborhood data indicates no adverse influences that would materially
have a negative effect on the subject property given the property type.
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Area Data & Analysis, cont’d.
Trends
General Neighborhood History: The subject neighborhood is a growing area of southern
Williamson County and north Maury County. Residential construction was initiated to some
degree with the announcement of the Saturn Automotive Plant in Spring Hill in the late 1980s.
Saturn, now known as the GM Plant. The original City of Spring Hill was a small community in
Maury County but has since expanded into Williamson County. The bulk of the land in the
subject neighborhood has historically been agricultural land. Spring Hill wisely forecasted the
potential growth of the subject neighborhood and annexed into Williamson County bringing
sewer and water to northern portions of Spring Hill. The availability of sewer has significantly
impact development trends in the Williamson County side of Spring Hill.
Since 2010, GM has announced more than $2 billion in investment for the facility
including a $148 million investment to reuse machining and assembly equipment to build 6.2-liter
V-8 engines for trucks. The facility also broke ground to expand its engine plant, part of a nearly
$789 million investment announced in April 2016. The engine investment is anticipated to create
another 790 new jobs.
In October 2016, General Motors Co. announced plans to add a third shift and 650 jobs at
its Spring Hill assembly plant to meet demand SUV sales. The plant builds the Cadillac XT5 and
GMC Acadia crossovers, both of which recently launched. In the Summer of 2017, GM
announced the termination of an entire shift by end of November 2017.
It should be noted; however, the GM plant (or Saturn) has not historically been the primary
catalyst for the growth in Spring Hill. This was evident with the temporary shut-down of the
plant in which Spring Hill continued to grow with a somewhat limited negative economic impact
from the shutdowns. The shutdowns did have a negative impact, but to a lesser degree than
would be expected for such a large employer shutting down their operations in the immediate
area. Without the outward expansion from Franklin, TN, the City of Spring Hill would likely be
a much smaller community.
New Development: In general, the subject neighborhood is growing at a very good pace
with new single-family subdivision development flourishing in the past three years. New home
construction had regained momentum after the recessionary period by 2014 with a general home
price average of $200,000 to $400,000.
Most of the Spring Hill community’s commercial development is along US-431. Overall,
retail and supporting business had grown tremendously in Spring Hill until the 2008-09 recession.
With the return of significant new housetops to the area since 2013, commercial development has
regained momentum since 2015 and new construction has taken place since. Another smaller
commercial area that connects to Saturn Pkwy is Port Royal Road. A Kroger grocery and strip
center is along Port Royal, north of Saturn Parkway. Tenants consist of both national and local
businesses.
Multi-Family development is on the rise in Spring Hill. Walden Creek was completed in
2010 and consists of 468 units. Port Royal at Spring Hill is a 169-unit property that was built in
2009. Chapman’s Retreat townhomes started as a condominium development but has since
converted 79 units to apartments. Worthington Glen is a relatively new apartment complex
located off Derryberry Lane in the Maury County portion of the Spring Hill community. There
are several proposed multi-family sites most of which are on the Maury County side of the City.
Huber & Lamb Appraisal Group, Inc.
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Area Data & Analysis, cont’d.
Single-family developments are on the rise. New developments in the Williamson County
side of the City tend to have a higher home price range of $325,000 to $450,000. The Maury
County portion of the City has a lower home price range, mostly due to the Williamson County
side being more predominant historically. This historical trend may be swaying toward Maury
County soon as land in Spring Hill is become less plentiful. A recent $10,000 increase in new
home permits in Williamson County may also send some developers into Maury County in the
near-term. Maury County Spring Hill home price range is $275,000 to $350,000 on average.
Home prices has been trending upward at an above average pace since 2014.
State Highway 840 has recently been completed which formally terminated at Hwy. 31
coming from Murfreesboro/IH-24 from the east. It now links IH-65 with IH-40 at Fairview,
Tennessee. SH-840 extends from IH-40 west of Nashville, eastward to IH-65; then eastward to
IH-24 at Murfreesboro and then northward to IH-40 between Mt. Juliet and Lebanon in Wilson
County. The highway was built to interstate standards with the intention of becoming IH-840
when the highway is completed. The highway is intended to be the outer loop highway
surrounding the Nashville MSA.

Conclusions: The primary catalyst for the growth of Spring Hill has been the more
affordable homes being built as compared to those developed in Franklin, TN and is the general
growth outward from the Nashville MSA. From 2015 to current, new and existing retail
development has been strong and is expected to continue in the foreseeable future. The added
amenities of new schools and neighborhood services will further contribute to the continued
growth potential.
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Site & Improvement Analysis
Site Analysis
Location:

West side of US-31, South of Saturn Parkway.
According to a Maury County GIS map, the subject
property is not within the City of Spring Hill.

Size:
Acres:
Square Feet (SF):
Source:

38.040
1,657,022 SF
Tax records, metes, and bounds description not
provided

Shape:

Irregular

Frontage:

Good

Visibility:

The business park is mostly hidden from US-31.
The placement of the property was not designed to
be highly visible from US-31; but instead visible
from the Plant. Many automakers have hidden their
offices from public view over the years.

Ingress/Egress:

Average. To our knowledge, there is only one entry
road to the subject site that is south of Saturn
Parkway. The entrance road does split to allow
direct access to the south and to the north side. To
our knowledge, entrance by Saturn Parkway and into
the GM Assembly Plant does not allow access to the
subject site.

Topography:

Rolling

Subsoil Conditions
& Drainage:

Flood Plain:
FEMA Map #:
Effective Date:

The appraisers are not aware of an engineering study
made to determine the subsoil conditions. Upon
inspection of the subject and surrounding
improvements, conditions appear adequate to
support the subject structure. Drainage appears to be
adequate.
No
47119C0180E
4/16/2007

Nuisances & Hazards:
Environmental:
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Site & Improvement Analysis, cont’d.
However, the appraisers are not qualified to detect
such substances and would recommend an
environmental audit be performed by an expert in
this field to determine the possible existence of any
potentially hazardous substances. No responsibility
is assumed by the appraisers for any such conditions
and the value estimate contained in this report is
predicated on the assumption that there are no such
hazardous materials existing on the site.
General:

No other nuisances or potential hazards were noted.

Easements:

The on-site inspection of the property did not
indicate any unusual or detrimental easements other
than typical utility easements.

Utilities & Services:

All typical public utilities including sewer, water,
gas, electric and data are available and in use at the
site. Capacity is considered adequate for any
potential feasible development of the site. Public
sewer service is hooked into a main line along the
GM Plant Road as is water.

Surrounding Land Uses:

The site is located within an industrial zoned area
with the massive GM Plant on the west side of the
subject. The Saturn Pkwy cloverleaf interchange
with US-31 is north of the subject. A former bank
branch is adjacent to the northwest corner of the site.
This small parcel of land is not a part of this
appraisal or the subject property. Although the City
of Spring Hill picks up along US-31 on the west side
of the subject's entrance drive, commercial
development is about a mile north of the Saturn
Pkwy. / US-31 interchange. Therefore, the north,
east and south side of the site are open land that is
owned by the GM Plant. This feature contributes to
a 'remote/removed' atmosphere of the site. Since
GM owns the surrounding land, even across US-31
(Rippavilla Historic home and site), this atmosphere
likely will remain unchanged for the foreseeable
future.

Zoning Designation:

M-2 Manufacturing District
Maury County

Zoning Authority:

This industrial district is intended to provide areas in
which the principal uses permitted are
manufacturing, wholesaling or warehousing which
are accessible to major transportation routes. Since
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Site & Improvement Analysis, cont’d.
the subject building was allowed as part of the
Automotive plant in the 1980s, the M-2 zoning
allows for office/warehouse uses. The subject could
be classified as an office/warehouse use given the
13.6% industrial space which serves as an unfinished
shop. The subject appears to conform to its
designated zoning district.
Improvements Conformity:

It appears the subject improvements conform to the
zoning requirements.

Site Conclusion: The subject site is compatible with surrounding parcels both in
physical features and use. Additionally, it is functionally adequate for the existing
improvements and development of any potential feasible development consistent with
surrounding land uses. There is no evidence of any negative site factors that would hamper
the potential use, value, or marketability of the subject site.
The reader is directed to the site analysis exhibits provided on the following pages.
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Tax Map

Subject
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Aerial Photograph

Subject
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Flood Plain Map
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Site & Improvement Analysis, cont’d.
Improvement Data
Property Type:

Office

Building Age:
Year Built:
1989
Actual Age:
28 years
Total Economic Life:
40 years*
Effective Age:
20 years*
Remaining Economic Life:
20 years*
* See Condition Analysis to follow
No. of Stories:

2

Size:
Size (Gross Building Area):
Size (Net Rentable Area):
No. of Buildings
Source:
Floor-to-Area Ratio:
Tenancy:
No. of Tenants:
Type Occupancy:
Current Physical Occupancy:

324,500 SF
300,365 SF
4 attached
Spot measurements on-site and limited blueprints
0.20:1

Several possible
Multi-tenant
31.2%

General Construction Components
Data Sources:
Building Plans Provided:
Other:

Limited Blueprints or Auto-Cad and specifications
were available to the appraisers.
Property inspection by the appraisers, discussions
with representatives of the property owner and
information available from the Tax Assessor's office.

Foundation:

4" to 6" reinforced concrete slab on vapor barrier
and porous fill

Structural System:

Fireproofed steel frame

Roof System:

Built-up composition cover over metal rib decking
on steel-bar joists

Exterior Walls:

Prefinished Metal Crimped on rigid frame, some
walls have concrete fill.

Electrical:

Electrical fixtures and systems were noted to be in
average quality. The building appeared to have
good commercial service entry in the penthouse.
Assumed to comply with all governing codes and
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Site & Improvement Analysis, cont’d.
good industry standard practice.
H.V.A.C.:

Equipment and systems are assumed to comply with
all governing codes and good industry standard
practice. A split water-controlled system serves the
entire building. A large cooling tower sits outside of
a third-floor penthouse that holds most of the HVAC
and Main Service entry. The maintenance
supervisor recollected that the system was reported
to performed well over the past 30 years with no
major troubles. It was noted that a 30-year life
exceeds the useful life of many of the HVAC
components.

Restrooms:

A set of men’s and women’s restrooms located in
each of the attached seven buildings. Average
quality finish.

Interior Construction - Office:
Doors:
Interior Walls:

Solid wood and metal doors on metal frames.
Average quality finish hardware
2'X4' wood stud construction 16¨ oscillating drywall
boarding

Ceilings Height:

10' ceiling height in most offices but a few large
meeting areas has 11' to 12' ceilings. The shop
portion of the building is open to a two-story ceiling
as is some of the space that once was an auto sales
training center at the southwest corner of the
building.

Flooring:

The majority of the office buildings have medium
grade carpeting over concrete flooring. Ceramic
tiling is common in heavy trafficked common area.
Building 700 (Northeast Corner) has nearly 100% of
raised and carpet flooring for use in data and call
centers. All carpeting is worn. Shop area flooring is
sealed concrete while the former auto showroom
training center is mostly floor tiling.

Lighting:

A mix of new lighting types throughout. The
maintenance supervisor noted that the spaces
currently occupied have halide tubes in place of the
fluorescent tube lighting. Shop lights are hanging
halide.

Wet Sprinkler

The building is 100% wet sprinkled. A fire
suppression water tank is located on site in the case
of fire.
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Site & Improvement Analysis, cont’d.
Specialties:

The former auto showroom has a 100-Seat
auditorium/theater and separate 200-seat multipurpose room/conference center and a 250-seat
cafeteria with a full commercial kitchen, modern
5,200 SF showroom, and another 3,500 SF
conference center with multiple rooms and areas
suited for presentations, trainings or meetings.
Each of the attached buildings has a two-story
entrance vestibule that is not included in net square
feet. Each building also has security locks at the
front entrances and between buildings.

Comment: The design of the property is a Multi-tenant, Office. Much of the office
area is carpeted open flex space allowing for optimal efficiency in workforce design. This
trend is still popular in today's marketplace. The design of the attached buildings is unique in
that it allows good versatility among potential tenants. The property has adequate ingress and
egress.

Site Improvements
Parking Area:

No. of Spaces:
Parking Ratio:

Very adequate; although the parking surface is very
worn and will most likely require re-surfacing in the
near-term. The appraiser notes that a good quality
gravel and binder must have been laid originally for
this parking area to have held up this long.
1,000
325 SF of GBA per Parking Space

Condition/Quality
Construction Quality:

Slightly below average construction for the Middle
Tennessee office market given the Class S (metal
siding).

Condition of Improvements:

Average to below average. This rating is mostly due
to the aging mechanical systems and parking lot.
The interiors of the building are mostly average
condition and quality with mostly worn carpeting
throughout. Ceiling grid tiles are a bit dingy
throughout and restrooms are in average condition.

Deferred Maintenance:

The HVAC system is zoned; therefore, only
occupied areas of the building are fully climate
controlled. It is likely the building was inoperable
for an extended period. The building systems may
react negatively once the entire building meets an
extreme weather event. The 700 building (raised
flooring) appears to have roofing leaks with a few
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Site & Improvement Analysis, cont’d.
small puddles of tar gathered on the floor. While the
appraiser did not notice roofing leaks in other
portions of the building, a roof this age may require
maintenance or even replacement in the near-term.
All the elements noted are only observations by the
appraiser. A qualified commercial building engineer
should be consulted to identify the useful life of each
structural component.
Recent Significant
Capital Expenditures:

None significant noted at inspection or reported by
the owner’s representative.

Effective Age Analysis:

The improvements actual age is 28 years. The
typical economic life for similar structures is 40
years. The condition, quality of construction and
effective maintenance program by the current owner
has maintained the economic life of the property.
Based on the condition/quality analysis presented, a
20-year remaining economic life is considered
reasonable before significant capital expenditures
would be required to extend the economic life. This
yields an estimated 20 year effective age.

Functional Utility Analysis:

The overall property is considered to have average
functional utility based upon the property type, age,
and use. No functional inadequacies were noted that
would adversely affect marketability.
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First Floor Plan
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Second Floor Plan
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Real Estate Tax Analysis
Itemized Tax Rate and Total Millage Rate

Real Estate Tax Districts
County
Total

Assessment
Ratio
40%

Tax Rate's Year:
Tax Bill Due Date:
Last Reappraisal Year:
Next Reappraisal Year:

Tax Rate
$2.8150
$2.8150

Per $ of
Assessed
Value
$100

Millage
Rate
$0.01126
$0.01126

2016
Between October and February
2014
2018

Subject Real Estate Tax Data
Real Estate Tax District:
Real Estate Tax Rate:
Assessment Ratio:
Tax Appraised Value:

Maury County
$2.815 per $100 of Assessed Value
40%
$12,880,900

The subject tax appraised value per square foot appears reasonable. Given the
uniqueness of the property, comparable tax appraised comparables were not found.

Highest & Best Use Analysis
In highest and best use analysis, an appraiser identifies the most profitable, competitive
use to which a property can be utilized. Highest and best use may be defined as:
The reasonably probable and legal use of vacant land or an improved property,
which is physically possible, appropriately supported, financially feasible, and
that results in the highest value.1
A property's highest and best use must be 1) physically possible, 2) legally permissible,
3) financially feasible, and 4) maximally productive. These criteria will be considered
sequentially and conditionally in this section of the appraisal report.

Highest and Best Use as Vacant
1.

Physically Possible General Site Features:
Physical Characteristics:
The shape, frontage, topography, soil conditions,
and 38.040-acre size are functional for almost any
type of development consistent with neighborhood
trends. No unusual site development costs would be
required.
1

The Appraisal of Real Estate, Ninth Edition, (Chicago: American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers, 1987), p.

269.
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Utilities & Services:

All public utilities are available to the site in an
adequate supply and capacity to permit development
of any probable use of the site.

Functional Utility:

Considering the general site features, the functional
utility and physical adaptability of the subject site is
considered average and will allow most any typical
development prevalent in the area.

Surrounding Land Uses:

Industrial and rural surroundings that are about a
mile south of dense commercial development within
the City of Spring Hill.

Limiting Factors:

No limiting physical factors noted

Physically Possible Conclusion: The physical characteristics of the site and available
utilities and services are adequate for a variety of uses but not particularly a commercial use
due to the surroundings.
2.

Legally Permissible Uses
Report Section Reference:

Zoning Analysis

Zoning Designation:

M-2 Manufacturing District

Legally Permissible Uses Conclusions: Based upon the factors analyzed and the
legally permissible uses for the subject, the best uses appear to be industrial/warehousing or
office warehousing.
3.

Financially Feasible
Most Probable Uses:

Based upon the analysis of physically possible uses
and legally permissible uses, the best and most
probable uses for vacant land are limited to
industrial/warehousing or office warehousing.

Feasibility:

All the most probable uses listed above are
considered financially feasible based upon land
values in the immediate area.

Income:

The most probable use with the highest potential net
operating income is industrial/warehousing or office
warehousing. Rental rates for warehouse properties
range from $4.00/SF to $5.00/SF depending on
design. Bulk warehouse that has a higher percentage
of office uses could bring a slightly higher rent.

Occupancies:

Overall occupancy for bulk warehousing space is
good in Maury County and within the Nashville
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MSA. This is considered sufficient to justify new
construction.
Feasibility Conclusion: The analysis of potential income and return on investment as
well as demand (occupancy) indicates that bulk warehousing development would yield the
highest return.
4.

Maximally Productive

A comparison of the financially feasible uses indicates that bulk warehousing
development would yield the highest return to the land.
Highest and Best Use
As If Vacant Statement:

The highest and best use of the subject site assuming
it is vacant is development of bulk warehousing.

Highest and Best Use as Improved
The preceding analysis of the site as vacant is also relevant to the highest and best use
of the subject property, as improved. If the improvements are the same as those indicated for
the highest and best use as vacant, the four tests for highest and best use do not have to be
applied here because the conclusions reached in testing for the highest and best use of the site
as though vacant are applicable to the analysis as improved.
Conformance to Highest and Best
Use as Vacant:

Possible Demolition, Renovation or
Conversion in Use:

The existing improvements of the subject property
do not conform to the highest and best use as vacant.

A comparison of the land value estimate and the
value estimate of the property as improved in the
forthcoming valuation section indicates that the
improvements contribute significant value to the
property. Therefore, demolition is not justified. An
economic analysis shows remodeling, renovation or
conversion of the subject to another use may not be
economically justified.
The subject property has a very unusual location for
such a large office building. Portions of the property
were originally designed for a special use in training
Saturn Auto Dealership salespersons and mechanics.
This facility was 'state of the art' for auto
manufacture's upon completion with and
auditoriums, a replica of an auto showroom and
mechanics shop, lecture rooms and more; all within
a 26.97% southern portion of the development. The
property is best suited as an office use. While the
remaining portions of the building are optimal for
multi-tenant office and/or call center types, or
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Site & Improvement Analysis, cont’d.
extension space for community colleges or similar
uses, the southern portion is quite unusual. This
uniqueness of the southern portion of the building
could have a negative long-term effect on
occupancy.
Highest & Best Use
As Improved Statement:
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The highest and best use as improved is continued
use as a multi-tenant office park property.
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Photographs of Subject Property

North courtyard

Former Auto Sales Training Center – Now Chamber of Commerce
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Photographs of Subject Property, cont’d.

Exterior building

Exterior building and parking area
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Photographs of Subject Property, cont’d.

Chamber of Commerce space (Building 200)

Chamber of Commerce space
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Photographs of Subject Property, cont’d.

Meeting/Convention Vestibule

Meeting/Convention Area
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Photographs of Subject Property, cont’d.

Upper floor Chamber of Commerce area

Training rooms
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Photographs of Subject Property, cont’d.

Former Saturn Auto Maintenance Training Center (Bldg 200-300)

Typical open flex office – Building 4
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Photographs of Subject Property, cont’d.

Boiler-Chiller room

Service Entry Room
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Photographs of Subject Property, cont’d.

Mechanical-Electric Plant – Water tower (Bldg 400)

Typical open flex office (Bldg 500)
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Photographs of Subject Property, cont’d.

Typical open flex office Bldg 600)

Building 7 raised flooring throughout
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Photographs of Subject Property, cont’d.

Building 7 raised flooring throughout

Entrance to Building 7 data center
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Appraisal Procedure
Introduction
The estimation of market value of a property that is being appraised is accomplished by the
comparison and analysis of as many techniques as are appropriate. Three approaches are
generally used to produce value indications.

Cost Approach:

This valuation technique is based on the premise that the
value of a property can be indicated by the current cost
to construct a reproduction or replacement of the
improvements minus the amount of depreciation evident
in the structures from all causes plus the value of the
land and entrepreneurial profit. The Cost Approach is
particularly useful for appraising new or nearly new
improvements. Current costs for constructing
improvements are derived from cost estimators, cost
publications, builders or contractors. Depreciation is
measured by market research and/or through the
application of specific mathematical procedures. Land
value is estimated separately by direct sales comparison.

Sales Comparison Approach

This approach is most viable when an adequate number
of properties of similar type have been sold recently or
are currently offered for sale in the subject market. The
application of this approach produces a value indication
for a property through comparison with similar
properties, called comparable sales. The sale prices of
properties judged to be most comparable tend to set a
range in which the value indication for the subject falls.

Income Capitalization
Approach:
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This approach to value is applicable to properties
capable of producing a net income stream. By using the
income capitalization approach, the appraiser measures
the present value of the future benefits of property
ownership. Income streams and the value of property
upon resale (reversion) are capitalized or converted into
a present, lump-sum value. Research and analysis of
data for this approach are conducted against a
background of supply and demand relationships. This
background provides information on trends and market
anticipation that must be verified for data analysis.
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Appraisal Procedure, cont’d.
Reconciliation of
Approaches:

Approaches Utilized
In This Assignment:
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The strengths and weaknesses of each approach used are
weighed in the final analysis. The approach or
approaches offering the greatest quantity and quality of
supporting data are typically given most consideration
and the final estimate of value is correlated.

The Sales Comparison and Income Capitalization
Approaches to value have each been utilized in
estimating the market value of the subject property as of
the effective date of appraisal. Given the buildings age,
the cost approach is not utilized in this analysis.
External obsolescence, a measure of depreciation, would
be very high due to the effects of lower rents.
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Land Valuation
Introduction
A reliable value indication for the subject parcel is provided by an analysis and comparison
of other comparable sites which have sold in the marketplace. Many factors influence the price
of land. The technique involved in the value estimate of the land uses the principle of substitution
as the basis for analysis, and the methodology includes an analysis of what buyers in the area
have been paying for similar properties. Therefore, the value of the subject site is derived from
sales and listings of comparable properties in the area. The comparable land sales included in
this report are analyzed with respect to market conditions (time), location, physical characteristics
(functional utility) and size.
Dollar or percentage adjustments are made to the sale price of each comparable. Positive
adjustments are made for deficiencies in the comparable property relative to the subject site.
Negative adjustments are made for superior characteristics of the sale relative to the subject.
When sufficient sales data is available, a "paired sales" analysis is utilized. This is a procedure in
which sales are compared in pairs to identify the effect of specific differences on sale price.
When such data is unavailable or inconclusive, adjustments are made based on discussions with
active market participants (buyers, sellers, investors and developers), historical sales data, or the
appraiser's experience in valuing similar properties.
The sales on the following pages are considered to have a reasonable degree of
comparability to the land being appraised. Information pertaining to these transactions has been
verified by the buyer, seller, broker, or other sources considered reliable and having knowledge of
the particular transaction.
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Comparable Land Sales Data
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Land Sale No. 1
Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location
Tax ID
User 1

4413
Vacant Land Industrial
JKW Site
160 Jones Blvd., La Vergne, Rutherford County, Tennessee
37086
N/s of Jones Blvd., East of Waldron Road
17/7.15
Lot 7 Southway Industrial Park Resub

Sale Data
Grantor
Grantee
Sale Date
Deed Book/Page
Property Rights
Conditions of Sale
Financing
Verification

JKW LLC
Pyles Concrete Inc.
December 07, 2016
1531/1700
Fee simple
Arm’s length
Cash to seller
Seller; May 05, 2017; Confirmed by Gene Poe

Sale Price
Cash Equivalent

$475,000
$475,000

Land Data
Zoning
Topography
Utilities
Shape
Landscaping
Flood Info
Easements
Intended Use
Improvements

I-2
Moderate slope; rock outcropping
All
Irregular
Poor soil
None
None known
Equipment storage and small bldg.
Vacant

Land Size Information
Gross Land Size

4.020 Acres or 175,111 SF

Indicators
Sale Price/Gross Acre
Sale Price/Gross SF

$118,159
$2.71

Remarks
The property is located at the east terminus of Jones Blvd. Jones Blvd. was completed in 2007
and ends in a cul-de-sac. The site has a gradual upward slope and to the east. The site appears to
have been partially graded and cleared some time ago but is currently overgrown and rocky. The
location good for access to IH-24 via Waldron Rd. Jones Blvd. has a traffic light at Waldron Rd.
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Land Sale No. 2
Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location
Tax ID
MSA

3704
Vacant Land Industrial, Warehouse
Prologis Site
201 New Paul Rd, LaVergne, Rutherford County, Tennessee
37086
NEC of Reliance Dr. and Centre Pointe Drive
017 035.00
Nashville

Sale Data
Grantor
Grantee
Sale Date
Deed Book/Page
Property Rights
Financing
Sale History
Verification

201 New Paul Road Partnership
Prologis LP
March 09, 2015
1358/2690
Fee simple
Cash to seller
Arm’s length
NBJ; May 20, 2015; Confirmed by Gene Poe

Sale Price
Adjusted Price

$2,350,000
$2,350,000

Land Data
Zoning
Topography
Utilities
Shape
Parking
Flood Info
Easements
Improvements

I-2
Slightly slope
All available
'L" Shaped
On-site
None
None detrimental
None of value

Land Size Information
Gross Land Size

17.910 Acres or 780,160 SF

Indicators
Sale Price/Gross Acre
Sale Price/Gross SF

$131,212 Actual or $131,212 Adjusted
$3.01 Actual or $3.01 Adjusted

Remarks
This property has good visibility to IH-24. The Parcel is 'L' shaped with general rolling
topography. About four acres is a wooded area. Prologis purchased the site to build two bulk
warehouse buildings totaling about 350,000 SF. A May 17, 2015 press release notes that the
buildings will be speculative, and construction will begin before any leases are secured.
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Land Sale No. 3
Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location
Tax ID

4414
Vacant Land Industrial
Bramco Properties Site
208 Waldron Rd., La Vergne, Rutherford County, Tennessee
37086
N/s of Waldron Rd, South of International Blvd.
17/5.01

Sale Data
Grantor
Grantee
Sale Date
Deed Book/Page
Property Rights
Conditions of Sale
Financing
Verification

Charlie B. Mitchell Jr.
Bramco Properties Inc.
October 06, 2016
1511/2477
Fee simple
Arm’s length
Cash to seller
Seller; May 05, 2017; Confirmed by Gene Poe

Sale Price
Cash Equivalent

$3,037,000
$3,037,000

Land Data
Zoning
Topography
Utilities
Shape
Landscaping
Flood Info
Easements
Intended Use
Improvements

I-2
Rolling
All
Irregular and frontage on a primary roadway
Partially graded and prepped before sale
1/3rd of site in AE flood zone
None known
Equipment storage site
Vacant

Land Size Information
Gross Land Size

17.000 Acres or 740,520 SF

Indicators
Sale Price/Gross Acre
Sale Price/Gross SF

$178,647
$4.10

Remarks
The site has been partially graded and cleared for some years. A small portion of the northern
portion of the site is within a flood area of Hurricane Creek. The site is planned for equipment
storage. Good central location for access to IH-24 via Waldron Rd. Bramco Inc. is one of the
largest construction, mining and industrial equipment sales, rental and service networks in the
country. Headquartered in Louisville, KY, Bramco operates throughout Kentucky, Indiana,
Tennessee, Northern Mississippi and Eastern Arkansas.
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Land Valuation Analysis
Comparable Land Sales Summary
Sale No.
Sale Date
Size/Acres
Zoning
SP/Acre

Subject
Current
38.04
M-2
N/A

Sale #1
Dec-16
4.02
I-2
$118,159

Sale #2
Mar-15
17.91
I-2
$131,212

Sale #3
Oct-16
17.00
I-2
$178,647

Introduction
A search for comparable land sales within the subject neighborhood and competitive
locales was conducted by the appraiser. The appraiser consulted with local real estate agents
knowledgeable of the subject market and researched public records for pertinent information.
The sales used herein represent the most comparable data available at the time of the report.
Adjustments to these land prices for market financing, market conditions (time), location,
physical characteristics (functional utility) and size, as they relate to the subject property, are
made accordingly.
Industrial land sales have been rare in the market over the past several years. There is high
demand for new product. While sales of land have occurred, many of the site required
extraordinary costs to develop. These sales were not satisfactory comparables due to the
variation of cost to develop. Rutherford County is the MSA hub for bulk warehouse uses. All
three sales were pulled from this location.
The following is a discussion of the major factors which influence the value of the subject
site. It should be noted that financing, conditions of sale and time adjustments are made first to
each of the comparables in order to reflect authentic and current pricing trends. The net
percentage of the remaining adjustments for location, physical characteristics (utility) and size is
then applied to the "time adjusted" sales price to reflect the indicated value of the subject.

Unit of Comparison:

SP/Acre; sales price per acre

Financing:

The transactions are either all cash transactions or are
considered to represent typical market financing and do
not require an adjustment for non-market financing. As
such, no adjustments are made for factors relating to
financing.

Conditions of Sale:

All of the comparable sales are considered to have
typical conditions of sale; therefore, no adjustments were
made.

Market Conditions:
Analysis:
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Analysis of the sales indicates no significant changes in
market conditions. Therefore, no market condition
adjustments are applied.
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Land Valuation Analysis, cont’d.
Location:
Analysis:

The subject Parcel is in Maury County, TN. Its location
was once a portion of the Saturn auto manufacturing
complex. In fact, Saturn Parkway was developed by the
State of Tennessee connecting IH-65 to the Plant.
Access to IH-65 is good. The Rutherford County
comparables have a location in the MSA's largest
industrial locale. Location will be the largest adjustment
within the adjustment grid.

Physical Characteristics
The analysis of physical attributes considers shape, frontage, topography, zoning and the
availability of public utilities. Only those physical characteristics which impact the sales price of
the comparable relative to the subject will be addressed. The physical elements of the sales as
they relate to the subject are addressed as follows.
Frontage:

All the comparable sales have adequate frontage for their
intended use, as does the subject. No. 3 has a slightly
superior frontage and visibility which was one of the
attributes desired in the buyer's operation. A slight
superior adjustment is applied to No. 3 only

Topography:

The subject tract has a rolling to level topography. All
the comparable sales were considered to have similar
topographical characteristics at the time of sale except
for No. 1 which has rock outcropping on the site. Only
No. 1 is adjusted upward.

Size:

The subject land contains 38.040 acres of land. The
comparable sales have land sizes ranging from 4.02 to
17.91 acres. The subject is generally similar to all the
comparable sales relative to size except No. 1 which is
much lower in size.

The following is an adjustment grid of the comparable sales utilizing the adjustments noted
in the previous analysis.
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Land Valuation Analysis, cont’d.
Comparable Land Sales Adjustment Grid
Subject
SP/Acre

Sale #1
$118,159

Sale #2
$131,212

Sale #3
$178,647

Elements of Comparison
Date of Sale
Comparison
Adjustment

JKW Site
Dec-16
Similar
0%

Prologis Site
Mar-15
Inferior
5%

Bramco
Properties Site
Oct-16
Similar
0%

Adjusted Price
Location
Average
Comparison
Adjustment
Shape
Irregular
Comparison
Adjustment
Frontage
Good
Comparison
Adjustment
Topography
Rolling
Comparison
Adjustment
Zoning
M-2
Comparison
Adjustment
Utilities
All Available
Comparison
Adjustment
Size
38.04
Comparison
Adjustment
Other
N/A
Comparison
Adjustment
Net Adjustment
Final Adjustment Sale Price

$118,159
Good
Superior
-20%
Irregular
Similar
0%
Good
Similar
0%
Moderate slope
Inferior
10%
I-2
Similar
0%
All
Similar
0%
4.02
Superior
-5%

$137,773
Average
Superior
-20%
L" Shaped
Similar
0%
Good
Similar
0%
Slightly slope
Similar
0%
I-2
Similar
0%
All available
Similar
0%
17.91
Similar
0%

Similar
0%
-15%
$100,435

Similar
0%
-20%
$110,218
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$178,647
Average
Superior
-20%
Irregular
Similar
0%
Good
Superior
-5%
Rolling
Similar
0%
I-2
Similar
0%
All
Similar
0%
17
Similar
0%
Graded/Prep
Superior
-10%
-35%
$116,121
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Land Valuation Analysis, cont’d.
Reconciliation
The sales prices ranged from $118,159 to $178,647 per acre before the adjustment process.
The analysis previously presented yielded an adjusted range of $100,435 to $116,121 per acre.
This adjusted value range is considered very narrow and provides consistent and reliable data
from which to estimate the subject's land value. Overall, Sale No. 2 is considered most similar to
the subject because of no unique features for adjustment such as rock outcroppings (No. 1) and
pre-sale site prep (No. 3).
Based on this analysis, a value of $110,000 per acre is considered highly supportable. Thus,
the market value of the fee simple interest in the subject parcel, contingent to the assumptions and
limiting conditions stated herein, is calculated below:

Land Value Estimate
Land Size (Acres)
Estimated Value/Acre
Estimated Value
Rounded
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38.04
$110,000
$4,184,400
$4,180,000
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Sales Comparison Approach
Introduction
The application of this approach produces an estimate of value by comparing the subject
with properties which recently sold or which are currently offered for sale in the same or
competing areas. This approach is most viable when an adequate number of properties of similar
type have been sold recently. The sales comparison approach is essential to almost every
appraisal of real property.
In applying the sales comparison approach, the appraiser must complete five steps:
1.

Seeks out similar properties for which pertinent sales, listings, offerings, and/or
rental data are available.

2.

Ascertains the nature of the conditions of sale, including the price, terms,
motivating forces, and its bona fide nature.

3.

Analyzes each of the comparable properties' important attributes with the
corresponding ones of the property being appraised, under the general divisions of
conditions of sale, financing terms, market conditions (time), location, physical
characteristics and income characteristics.

4.

Considers the dissimilarities in the characteristics disclosed in Step 3, in terms of
their probable effect on the sale price.

5.

Formulates, in light of the comparison thus made, an opinion of the relative value
of the subject property as a whole, or where appropriate, by applicable units,
compared with each of the similar properties.

After completing the necessary research, the property sales on the following pages are
considered the most comparable available transactions for analysis and comparison with the
subject.
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Comparable Improved Sales Data
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Improved Sale No. 1

Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location
Tax ID
Sale Data
Grantor
Grantee
Sale Date
Deed Book/Page
Property Rights
Conditions of Sale
Financing
Verification

3134
Office, Office/Data Center
Paperworkers Bldg
3340 Perimeter Hill Drive, Nashville, Davidson County,
Tennessee 37211
S/s of Perimeter Hill Dr., West of Antioch Pike
134-14-0-043

United Paperworkers International Union
3340 Perimeter Hill Partners LLC
October 20, 2017
201710240109167
Leased fee
Arm's length
Cash to seller
Barry Hardwick; 615-234-3494, December 22, 2016; Confirmed
by Gene Poe

Sale Price
Cash Equivalent

$3,500,000
$3,500,000

Land Data
Land Size
Zoning
Topography

5.000 Acres or 217,800 SF
CS
Sloping
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Landscaping

Average

General Physical Data
Building Type
Gross SF
Net SF

Single Tenant
79,681
79,600

Construction Type
Foundation
Electrical
HVAC
Sprinklers
Stories
Floor Height
Year Built
Condition
FF&E

Precast Panel/Masonry Pil/Steel
Basement Slab
Typical office
Packaged zoned
100%
3
9' – 12''
1984
AverageNone

Building Class
Escalators
Other

C
2
50,400 SF open asphalt parking

Indicators
Sale Price/Gross SF
Sale Price/Net SF
Floor Area Ratio
Land to Building Ratio
Occupancy at Sale

$43.93
$48.58
0.37
2.73:1
0%

Remarks
This building sold as if vacant. The NNN investment lease ended in 2017 and the entire building
was vacated. The building was constructed in 1984 as a “build to suit” for the United Paper
Workers Union. The building is poured in place concrete with an open atrium. It has three main
floors at 18,900 SF each, a 4th-floor mezzanine level at 3,100 SF and a 18,000 SF lower level that
is 60% finished and the remaining unfinished work-room and dock area. Ceiling heights are 9’
with 10’ in the warehouse. This office park has some of the lowest office rents in this lower
income demographic area of the Nashville area. There appears to be a concrete barrier
surrounding the property. Information on the tenant finish out cost was not available.
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Improved Sale No. 2

Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location
Tax ID
MSA
Sale Data
Grantor
Grantee
Sale Date
Property Rights
Financing
Verification

2786
Office, General Office
Methodist Education Bldg
5865 Summer Trees Drive, Memphis, Shelby County,
Tennessee 38125
NWC of Summer Trees, Shelby Oaks and Sycamore View Rds.
081-091 -018
Memphis

Bico Associates GP and Belz Investco GP
Methodist Le Bonheur Healthcare LLC
June 30, 2015
Fee simple
Cash to seller
Cathy Chasteen; 901.388.8233, November 20, 2015; Confirmed
by Gene Poe

Sale Price
Cash Equivalent

$3,900,000
$3,900,000

Land Data
Land Size
Zoning
Topography
Utilities
Flood Info

5.050 Acres or 219,978 SF
CM3
Level
All
Some floodplain on site
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General Physical Data
Building Type
Gross SF
Net SF

Single Tenant
64,294
64,000

Construction Type
Sprinklers
Stories
Floor Height
Year Built
Condition

Masonry
100% wet
3
10'
1988 Currently being renovated
Average+

Building Class
Elevators
Other

B
Yes
Good landscaped campus with pond

Indicators
Sale Price/Gross SF
Sale Price/Net Rentable SF
Floor Area Ratio
Land to Building Ratio
Occupancy at Sale

$60.66
$60.94
0.29
3.42:1
0%

Remarks
The building was formerly home to Anthem Career College, which closed in August 2014 after
Anthem Education was unable to complete a sale of nine of its campuses. The Methodist group
buyer completed a significant interior renovation ($41/SF) in an effort to bring the improvements
to modern technology with open floor plans and plenty of room for information services
education to grow.
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Improved Sale No. 3

Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location
Tax ID
MSA
Sale Data
Grantor
Grantee
Sale Date
Deed Book/Page
Property Rights
Conditions of Sale
Financing
Verification

2782
Office, General Office
Lakecrest Bldg III
6060 Primacy Parkway, Memphis, Shelby County, Tennessee
38119
Eastside of Primacy Parkway, South of Park/Poplar Avenue
081004 00025
Memphis

Ridge Lake Properties LLC
Lsref2 Newton LLC
June 27, 2014
14069141
Fee simple
Arm's length
Cash to seller
Phil Dagastino -Wakefield; November 20, 2015; Confirmed by
Gene Poe

Sale Price
Cash Equivalent

$6,900,000
$6,900,000

Land Data
Land Size
Zoning
Topography
Utilities

3.270 Acres or 142,441 SF
OG - General Office
Level
All
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General Physical Data
Building Type
Gross SF
Net SF

Single Tenant
133,916
130,590

Construction Type
Electrical
HVAC
Sprinklers
Stories
Year Built
Condition

Masonry on steel frame
Typical office
Central forced air
100% wet
4
1983
Below average

Building Class
Elevators

B
Yes + Freight Elevator

Indicators
Sale Price/Gross SF
Sale Price/Net Rentable SF
Floor Area Ratio
Land to Building Ratio
Occupancy at Sale

$51.52 Actual or $51.52 Adjusted
$52.84 Actual or $52.84 Adjusted
0.94
1.06:1
60%

Remarks
Newton LLC, an affiliate of Dallas-based Lone Star Funds, bought this Class B office building
for $.6 million. The previous sale was in 2004 for $11.9 million for the property from ASP
Lakecrest LLC and reflected a new government agency lease Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
The FDIC and the US Postal Service (32,000 SF) vacated in 2014 leaving 40% of the building
vacant. The entire building also needed a significant renovation. While the location is good and
within the top performing Germantown submarket, the occupancy and condition of the building
were the main considerations determining the price.
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Improved Sale No. 1

Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location
Tax ID
MSA
Sale Data
Grantor
Grantee
Sale Date
Deed Book/Page
Property Rights
Financing
Verification

2981
Office, Office/Data Center
Gibson Plus Park
311 Plus Park Blvd., Nashville, Davidson County, Tennessee
37211
E/s of Trousdale Dr., North of Harding Place
106 00 0 122.00
Nashville

Turbo Investments Inc.
Nashville GHQ Associates LLC
February 19, 2015
20150219-0014488
Leased fee
Cash to seller
The Matthews Co.; December 10, 2015; Other sources: The
Tennessean/CRS/LoopNet, Confirmed by Gene Poe

Sale Price
Adjusted Price

$5,250,000
$5,250,000

Land Data
Land Size
Zoning

4.000 Acres or 174,240 SF
Multi-Zone

General Physical Data
Building Type

Multi-Tenant
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Gross SF
Net SF

71,990
69,150

Area Breakdown
Construction Type
Roof Type
Foundation
Electrical
HVAC
Sprinklers
Stories
Floor Height
Year Built
Condition

Gibson Building
Call Center
Brick on steel frame
Flat; membrane
Slab
Typical + fiber data
Packaged each building
100%
2
10'
1973
Average

Building Class
Elevators

C
Yes

Indicators
Sale Price/Gross SF
Sale Price/Net SF
Floor Area Ratio
Land to Building Ratio
Occupancy at Sale

$72.93
$75.92
0.39
2.56:1
40%

33,800
33,350 60% Call Center

Remarks
This office complex, totaling 67,150 SF NLA, consists of two Class B/C office buildings. Gibson
Guitar occupies the larger building that is utilized as a corporate office and call center. The
smaller building has been multi-tenant with the largest tenant occupying 60% of the building in
an open flex call center space. Gibson remains in a leaseback contract from the early 2000s. The
smaller building has historically been a multi-tenant with the largest space representing a
converted open space call center design. The improvements had significant deferred maintenance
in May 2014 as it was sold to an investor for $41/SF. Significant upgrades were made by the new
owner and a single tenant lease was established in the smaller building. The property resold for
$75.92/SF in February 2015. An NOI was not available from the contact at the time of inquiry.
Similar renovation projects of office buildings in the neighborhood have realized $35.00 to
$45.00/SF in renovation costs, depending on the Class of the building and deferred maintenance.
An overall cost of $35.00/SF appears reasonable toward the renovation of the property.
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Sales Comparison Approach - Analysis
Comparable Improved Sales Summary
Sale No.

Subject

Name/ Address
Sale Date
Year Built
Occupancy
Size(SF)
SP/SF
NOI/SF
GIM
NOI/GPI

Current
1989
31%
300,365
N/A
$4.37
N/A
36.62%

Note:

1
2
Paperworkers Methodist Edu
Bldg
Bldg
20-Oct-17
30-Jun-15
1984
1988
0%
0%
72,049
64,000
$48.58
$60.66
$0.00
$0.00
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

3
Lakecrest
Bldg III
27-Jun-14
1983
60%
130,590
$52.84
$0.00
N/A
N/A

4
Gibson Plus
Park
19-Feb-15
1973
40%
69,150
$75.92
$0.00
N/A
N/A

All transaction data in the chart reflects cash equivalency and/or other adjustments
applied in the comparable sale summary sheets.

Introduction
A search for comparable sales within the subject area was conducted by the appraiser. The
appraiser consulted with local real estate agents knowledgeable of the subject market and
researched public records for pertinent information. The appraiser searched for sales in
Tennessee and adjoining States. No sales were found emulating the subject's unique
circumstances. As a result, we concentrated on sales that had deferred maintenance and required
a significant renovation after the sale. We also considered sales in submarkets that were underperforming at the time of sale. The sales used herein represent the most comparable data
available at the time of the report.

Comparison of Important Factors Affecting SP/SF
Subject:
Primary Negative Factors:
Primary Positive Factors:

Third-tier location
None noted

Most Comparable Sales:

Nos. 2, 3 & 4 after adjustments

Comment: None of the sales are directly similar to the subject and have inferior and
superior factors as compared to the subject. Sale Nos. 1 and 4 are in the Airport South submarket
of Nashville/Davison County. Nos. 2 and 3 are in Memphis/Shelby County area.
Date of Sale:
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Sales Comparison Approach - Analysis, cont’d.
Location:

The Memphis area sales are in superior locations
compared to the subject. The Nashville sales are also
superior in location, but lesser so than the Memphis
sales. The Plus Park (No. 4) and Perimeter Business
Park (No. 1) area has typically represented underperforming rent areas of the Nashville area. The subject
property is in a third-tier location on the perimeter of the
MSA. While the Spring Hill area of Williamson and
Maury Counties continues an upward trend in new
housetops, this area is considered a bedroom community
compared to more dense employment centers in
Franklin, TN, and Nashville, TN. The GM Plant
employs a sizeable number of employees; however,
management is quick to downsize and upsize its
operation with auto demand. Overall, Spring Hill is not
a significant office market for the Nashville area,
particularly for an office as large as the subject.

Effective age:

All the sales were originally developed in the 1980s
except No. 4 which was built in 1973. Each of them had
fallen behind in maintenance and require renovations
after the most recent sale. A slightly upward adjustment
is applied to No. 4.

Design:

About 73.03% of the subject building is an open office
flex design allowing a tenant to enter the space and
create its own floorplan with removable partitions. This
open design is very versatile and remains in demand
since the 1980s, particularly for 'back' office type space.
Design comparisons must consider the unique designs of
the sales to determine if there is a functionality issue.
No. 1 has a unique floor design that was developed for
an owner occupant originally. The building design is not
optimal for multi-tenant office users; that is, high
partition density, a warehouse space and loading dock on
the first and sub-floor. This property also has large
concrete barriers surrounding the office building which
give the appearance of a security problem in the past
(which there has been in the past). While the building
structure is in average condition, the buyer will likely
undergo significant interior redesign. Two other
buildings nearby were purchased for record low sales
prices per square foot over the past four years. In each
case, the buildings were redesigned at a reported $40 per
square feet (+/-) which included structural, electrical and
HVAC issues that had been neglected for years.
The appraiser notes again that 73.03% of the subject
property is truly office space. Buildings 100, 200 and
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Sales Comparison Approach - Analysis, cont’d.
300 (combined) feature a unique design featuring a
showroom, industrial shop and conference facilities.
This mixed-use area of the building is virtually hidden
from visibility and immediate access parking is not near
as plentiful as the other buildings. This is a functionality
issue for the entire subject property that may affect the
property's long-term occupancy.
Quality

Regarding quality, few office buildings in the MSA are
constructed of mostly metal (Class S). Most have a steel
structure with masonry walls or glass curtain walls that
project an image of superior quality. All the sales except
No. 1, are adjusted slightly for their generally superior
quality of construction. No. 1 is more of a design
adjustment.

Condition:

The condition of the subject is average. Most vacant,
and occupied space in the 400 Building through 700
building will need upgrading of finishes, ceiling tile.
This area of the building Roof leaks was noted in
Building 700 and the aging HVAC system could be a
factor in the near term not to mention the parking areas.
No. 3 was the only sale reported to be in below average
condition. The primary occupant was a branch of the
Federal government, which had a GSA on the space.
Germantown is one of the Shelby County's most popular
office districts, through aging over the years. The buyer
purchased the building anticipating the tenant's exit in
the near-term and a significant renovation of the building
from a C Class to B Class. Nos. 2 and 4 were reported
to be in slightly better overall conditions even though the
buyer of No. 2 was to redesign the space to fit its
educational needs.

Size

All the sales are smaller in size compared to the subject
property. A superior adjustment is applied to each
comparable.

Sale Price Per Square Foot Method
Percentage Adjustment
Technique:
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Sales Comparison Approach - Analysis, cont’d.
to reflect the indicated value of the subject. The grid on
the following page displays the adjustments applied to
the comparable sales to derive an adjusted value range
representative of the subject’s potential market value.

Comparable Sales Adjustment Grid
Subject

Elements of Comparison
Date of Sale
Comparison
Adjustment

Sale #1
$48.58
Paperworkers
Bldg
20-Oct-17
Similar
0%

Sale #2
$60.66
Methodist Edu
Bldg
30-Jun-15
Inferior
5%

Sale #3
$52.84
Lakecrest
Bldg III
27-Jun-14
Inferior
10%

Sale #4
$75.92
Gibson Plus
Park
19-Feb-15
Inferior
10%

Adjusted Price
Location
Comparison
Adjustment
Effective Age
Comparison
Adjustment

$48.58
Average+
Superior
-20%
1984
Similar
0%

$63.69
Good
Superior
-25%
1988
Similar
0%

$58.12
Good
Superior
-35%
1983
Similar
0%

$83.51
Average+
Superior
-20%
1973
Inferior
5%

Masonry/Steel
Inferior
5%
Average
Similar
0%
72,049
Superior
-10%

CB/Brick
Superior
-5%
Average+
Superior
-5%
64,000
Superior
-10%

CB/Brick
Superior
-5%
AverageInferior
5%
130,590
Superior
-5%

CB/Brick
Superior
-5%
Average
Superior
-30%
69,150
Superior
-10%

Similar
0%
-25%
$36.44

Similar
0%
-45%
$35.03

Similar
0%
-40%
$34.87

Similar
0%
-60%
$33.40

Sale Price/SF

Average-

1989

Quality/Design
Steel
Comparison
Adjustment
Condition
Average
Comparison
Adjustment
Size
300,365
Comparison
Adjustment
Other
N/A
Comparison
Adjustment
Net Adjustment
Final Adjusted Sale Price

Comments/Analysis: The adjusted sale prices yield a reasonable range of $33.40 to $36.44
per square foot. Overall, Sale No. 1 required the least adjustments. The estimated value per
square foot range of the subject is $33.40 to $36.50. The calculations of the estimated market
value by this method are presented as follows.
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Sales Comparison Approach - Analysis, cont’d.
As Is Value Range
Building Size (SF)
Estimated Value/SF

300,365
x

300,365

$33.40

$36.50

Estimated Value

$10,032,191

$10,963,323

Rounded

$10,030,000

$10,960,000

Comment/Analysis: The most comparable sales were generally utilized to derive the
previous value ranges. Sale Nos. 2, 3 and 4 were previously identified as the most comparable
sales to the subject. Based on the most comparable sales, the subject value should be in the
middle of the range and rounded.
Sales Comparison Approach
Value Estimate
Current Stabilized Value Estimate

$10,000,000

Less: Deferred Maintenance

0

Less: Lease-Up Costs to Stabilization

0

As Is Value Estimate

$10,000,000

It should be noted that the sales comparables utilized in this analysis represent an As-Is
comparison to the subject; therefore, loss to lease-up and TI cost are not subtracted from the
Stabilized Value to arrive as an As-Is value estimate.
Sales Comparison Approach Value Estimate:
Implied SP/SF:
Implied GIM:
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Income Capitalization Approach
Introduction
The income capitalization approach is the procedure in appraisal analysis which converts
anticipated benefits (dollar income or amenities) to be derived from the ownership of property
into a value estimate. Anticipated future income and/or reversions are discounted to a present
worth figure through the capitalization process.
This approach, like the cost and sales comparison approaches, requires extensive market
research. Specific areas that an appraiser investigates for this approach are the property's gross
income expectancy, the expected reduction in gross income from lack of full occupancy and
collection loss, the expected annual operating expenses, the pattern and duration of the property's
income stream, and the anticipated value of the resale of other real property interest reversions.
When accurate income and expense estimates are established, the income streams are converted
into present value by the process of capitalization. The rates or factors used for capitalization are
derived by the investigation of acceptable rates of return for similar properties.
The income capitalization approach is generally applied in appraising income-producing
properties. The quantity, quality and durability of the income stream must be considered in
estimating the economic rent of an income-producing property.
Quantity:

Rental comparables have been gathered from similar properties
to show current market rents.

Quality:

This is a measure of the strength of the tenant that could be
expected to occupy the subject (i.e., AAA, regional, local, etc.).

Durability:

This is reflected in the vacancy of the area.

In order to analyze contractual rentals of the subject and determine the economic rent
potential of the available space, a survey was conducted of similar developments.
The pages which follow will summarize the comparable rental data utilized in the appraisal
of the subject property. While this study does not include all competitive space, it is useful in
determining patterns of occupancy and economic levels of rent.
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Comparable Improved Rental Data
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Improved Lease No. 1

Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location
Tax ID

2003
Industrial, Office Flex
Five Star Property
305 Tech Park Drive, La Vergne, Rutherford County, Tennessee
37086
East side of Tech Park Drive, North of Mason Rd.
029-005.06

Physical Data
Land Size
Leasable SF

7.700 Acres or 335,412 SF
77,800

Construction Type
HVAC
Stories
Floor Height
Office
Year Built
Condition

Frame Brick Veneer
100%
1
16'
Lease signed in Oct 2016 10,200 SF
1989
Average+

General Lease Data
Tenant
Typical Lease Term
Lease Type
Tenant Size (SF)

Multi-Tenant
3 to 5 years
NNN
10,200 to 67,600
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General Tenant Summary
Owner
Verification
Expense Stops
Rent Concessions
Tenant Improvements
Commissions
Escalations
Renewals
Tenant Expenses

Five Star Investments
Lee Black; (615) 377-4747, October 30, 2017; Confirmed by
Gene Poe
NNN
Move-in month only
$10.00/SF office only
Typical split
2.5% to 3% annually
Yes
T, I, & CAM (Janitorial, Utilities & Maintenance)

Rent Analysis
Actual Rent
Listed Rent
Occupancy

$12.00/SF for recently signed space 75% office
$5.00/SF (Whse) to $12.00/SF (Office)
100%

Remarks
The last lease was signed on July 1, 2016, with a move-in date of October 2016 at a rate of
$12.00/SF NNN terms. A $10/SF allowance was offered at this rate. General office space is 75%
of the space while the remaining space is generally open shop office design.
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Improved Lease No. 2

Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Tax ID

2004
Industrial, Office/Warehouse
Victor Reiter Bldg
321 Victor Reiter Pkwy., Portland, Sumner County, Tennessee
37148
019-033.00

Physical Data
Land Size
Gross SF
Net Rentable SF

20.880 Acres or 909,533 SF
172,670
9,925 Class C office only

Construction Type
Roof Type
Foundation
Electrical
HVAC
Sprinklers
Stories
Floor Height
Office
Year Built
Condition

Masonry
Crimped metal
Slab
Typical
100% office only
No
1
10'-20'
Listing
1963 (Office added in 1986)
Average
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General Lease Data
Tenant
Typical Lease Term
Lease Type
Tenant Size

General Tenant Summary
Owner
Management Co.
Verification

Single Space
3 - 5 years
NNN
9,925

Expense Stops
Tenant Improvements
Commissions
Escalations
Renewals
Office Area (SF)
Tenant Expenses

L & W Properties
Same
Larry with L & W Properties; October 30, 2017; Confirmed by
Gene Poe
NNN
Minimal
Typical split
2.0% annually hoped
Negotiable
9,925
T, I, & CAM (Janitorial, Utilities & Maintenance)

Rent Analysis
Actual Rent
Occupancy

$9.60/SF
0%

Remarks
The listing is for 100% office space that was built in 1986. The interior and building is in average
overall condition and attached to a 1963 warehouse that is rented separately. The office has 25
open asphalt spaces. The office is 100% air with wet sprinkler. The warehouse is not sprinkled
due to its older age. A conversion of the office space to gross terms is about $13.65/SF.
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Improved Lease No. 3

Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location
Tax ID

2005
Industrial, Office/Warehouse
Novamet Center
1420 Toshiba Dr., Lebanon, Wilson County, Tennessee 37087
SEQ of Carver St. and Toshiba Dr.
057-068.01

Physical Data
Gross SF
Net Rentable Office SF

461,262
14,500

Construction Type
Roof Type
Foundation
Electrical
HVAC
Sprinklers
Stories
Floor Height
Office
Year Built
Condition

Prefab Metal
Crimped metal
Slab
Typical
100% office only
Yes
1
20'
Last signed in May 2016 $15.00/SF FSG
1979
Average+

General Lease Data
Tenant
Typical Lease Term
Lease Type
Tenant Size (SF)

Several
3 - 5 years
Full-Service Gross
12,395 to 14,500
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General Tenant Summary
Owner
Verification
Expense Stops
Tenant Improvements
Commissions
Escalations
Renewals
Tenant Expenses

Industrial Development Board O
Wilson County Industrial Board; October 30, 2017; Confirmed
by Gene Poe
Base year
$15/SF typical
Typical split
2.5% annually
Negotiable
None

Rent Analysis
Actual Rent
Occupancy

$15.00 - $16.00/SF; $15.50/SF Average
97%

Remarks
The former Toshiba Plant and corporate office building was divided into sections shortly after
Toshiba Electronics exited the building over ten years ago. The corporate office is attached to the
south side of the building comprising of about 42,750 SF. The remaining SF of the property
consists of two large bulk warehouses. The location is northwest of the City of Lebanon but just
inside the City Limits. the last two solely office finish out leases occurred in May 2016. A
12,396 SF space rented for $15.25/SF and a 14,897 SF office space leased for $15/SF, both fullservice gross terms. A 14,500 SF space opened up recently with an asking rent of $15.50/SF
FSG. Solely industrial space has been leasing for $4.25/SF NNN since early 2016 with signed
spaces ranging 4,000 SF to 57,109 SF.
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Improved Lease No. 4

Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location
Tax ID

2006
Office, Office Call/Data Center
Community Health Systems
5508 Crossings Circle, Nashville, Davidson County, Tennessee
37013
North terminus of Crossings Circle, North of Crossings Blvd.
174-00-0-193.00

Physical Data
Land Size
Gross SF
Net Rentable SF

3.650 Acres or 158,994 SF
18,600
18,600

Construction Type
Roof Type
Foundation
Electrical
HVAC
Sprinklers
Stories
Floor Height
Office
Year Built
Condition

Masonry
Crimped metal
Slab
Typical
100%
Yes
1
12''
90%
1996
Good
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General Lease Data
Tenant
Typical Lease Term
Lease Type
Tenant Size(SF)
General Tenant Summary
Owner
Verification

Single Occupant
3 - 10 years
Full-Service Gross
12,395 to 14,500

Expense Stops
Tenant Improvements
Commissions
Escalations
Renewals
Tenant Expenses

SBCF Holdings LLC
Bo Tyler; 615 928 5303, October 30, 2017; Confirmed by Gene
Poe
Base year
Up to $25.00/SF depending on rate and term
Typical split
3% annually
Negotiable
Base year

Rent Analysis
Actual Rent
Occupancy

$16.50/SF
0%

Remarks
The 5508 Crossings Blvd is a single-story call center located in Antioch, TN. The building was
retrofitted to the space in late 2012 with a 10-year lease through 10/31/2022. The tenant vacated
the building by 9/1/2017. The property has 300 uncovered parking spaces. It offers an open
layout concept with onsite conferencing, a training center and breakroom. The listing is a sublet
through the remaining years of the term. Furniture (removable partitions) rental is optional and in
addition to the asking rent for the building. About 10% of the building is shop/storage area.
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Improved Lease No. 5

Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Tax ID

2000
Office, Medical Office
Town Center Office Building
220 Town Center Pkwy, Spring Hill, Williamson County,
Tennessee 37174
025- 011.01

Physical Data
Land Size
Gross SF
Net Rentable SF

3.120 Acres or 135,907 SF
22,998
27,770

Construction Type
Roof Type
Foundation
Stories
Floor Height
Year Built
Condition

Masonry
Metal-Gable
Slab
1
10'
1989
Average+

General Lease Data
Tenant
Typical Lease Term
Lease Type
Tenant Size(SF)

3 Tenants
5 years
Modified gross
1,500 to 5,000
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General Tenant Summary
Owner
Management Co.
Verification
Rent Concessions
Tenant Improvements
Escalations
Tenant Expenses

Shepherds
Same
Monica Raines; 615-456-7098, November 18, 2017; Confirmed
by Gene Poe
None
As is
3%/Year
CAM only at $1.75/SF

Rent Analysis
Actual Rent
Occupancy

$12.00 - $14.00/SF
100%

Remarks
The building has five tenants, one medical user, and the remaining general office users. All
tenants pay a CAM fee of $1.75/SF while the landlord pays all other operating expenses. A
$15.00/SF allowance has been typical of new leases.
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Analysis of Income& Expenses
Current Subject Property Status
Tenancy:
Square Feet Occupied:
Square Feet Vacant - Shell:
Square Feet Vacant 2nd Generation:
Rent Trend:

Multi-tenant
93,814 SF
0 SF
206,551 SF
Stable

Comments/Analysis: The occupancy history has been very unstable with many tenants
opting for shorter-term leases. The typical expense recovery for the existing tenants is fullservice gross. The following is the subject current rent roll based on lease contracts.

Subject Existing Rent Roll
Suite
# Tenant

Size (SF)

700 Vacant - 2nd Gen Office Data Center

51,600

610 Ibex Global

42,000

600 Vacant - 2nd Gen Office
510 Call 2 Answer ($1.25/SF Allowance)
500 Ibex Global (also 600 Bldg)
500 Vacant - 2nd Gen Office
414 Depart of Labor

Lease
Begin
n/a

Lease
End

Lease
Term
(Yrs.)

Rent/SF

Lease
Type

Annual Rent

n/a

5.00

$ 13.50

Gross

$696,600

1/1/2017 12/31/2018

1.00

$ 12.50

Gross

$525,000

3.00

$ 12.50

Gross

$52,500
$203,520

4,200
12,000

10/1/2016 11/30/2021

4.00

$ 16.96

Gross

5,101

1/1/2017 12/31/2018

1.00

$ 12.50

Gross

$63,763

3.00

$ 12.50

Gross

$833,300

66,664

MtM

$ 20.00

Gross

$7,500

1,200

3/1/2017

2/28/2022

5.00

$ 14.56

Gross

$17,472

408 Martin Methodist College

1,200

1/1/2015 12/31/2017

3.00

$ 4.00

Gross

$4,800

400 Vacant - 2nd Gen Office

35,025

1/1/2015 12/31/2017

2.00

$ 12.50

Gross

$437,813

318 TCAT-Hohenwald (1-sty Shop)

17,257

7/1/2017 06/31/2018

1.00

$ 4.50

Gross

$77,657

4,073

7/1/2017 06/31/2018

1.00

$ 4.50

Gross

$18,329
$4,800

416 And 3 Foods

316 TCAT-Pulaski

375

124 Innovative Technology

240

1/15/2017

1/14/2018

1.00

$ 20.00

Gross

310 Randstad Office Badge Room

456

4/1/2016

3/31/2018

2.00

$ 20.60

Gross

$9,394

11/1/2017 12/31/2022

5.00

$ 12.00

Gross

$68,544

320 Raytheon Office & Garage Space

5,712

300 Vacant - 2nd Gen Shop

12,558

2.00

$ 4.50

Gross

$56,511

200 Vacant - 2nd Gen Training Center

40,704

3.00

$ 12.50

Gross

$508,800

Total/Average
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Analysis of Income & Expenses, cont’d.
MSA vs Submarket Trends

Office Class C Occupancy Trends
Submarket Vs MSA
1
0.98
0.96
0.94
0.92
0.9
0.88
0.86
0.84
0.82
2013

2014

2015

Occupancy MSA

2016

2017

Occupancy Maury County

Linear (Occupancy Maury County)

CoStar Office Statistics – Nashville Office Market

The Nashville MSA Class C office vacancy experienced a slight decline in occupancy in
2016 and 2017. Analysist note that the year 2015 was the trigger for landlords to recapture rent
lost from tenants from the recessionary years. The year 2015 was witnessed several existing
tenants vacating due to spikes in rent. The subject submarket occupancy for Class C has been
trending upward during the same period.

MSA vs Submarket Rent Trends

Historical Class C Office Rental Trends
Submarket Vs MSA
25
20
15
10
5
0
2013

2014
Avg Rentals MSA

2015

2016

2017

Avg Rentals Maury County

CoStar Office Statistics – Nashville Office Market

The previous chart shows MSA class C office rents trending upward sharply beginning in
2013. A spike in rents occurred in 2015 and another one in 2017. With no new construction in
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Analysis of Income & Expenses, cont’d.
the Nashville submarkets for years, demand for office space increased as did rents. Per Quarterly
surveys, the Maury County class C office rents began an upward trend in 2015 and that trend
continues in 2017.

Comparable Rental Analysis/Subject Estimated Market Rents
Summary of Comparable Improved Rental Data

Rent No.

Subject

Name/ Address
Size(SF)

1

2

3

Five Star
Property

Victor Reiter
Bldg

Novamet
Center

4

5

Community Town Center
Health
Office
Systems
Building

300,365

77,800

9,925

14,500

18,600

27,770

Year Built

1989

1989

1963

1979

1996

1989

Occupancy
Quoted Rate/SF
Minimum
Quoted Rate/SF
Maximum

31%

16%

0%

97%

0%

100%

N/A

$5.00

$9.60

$15.00

$16.50

$12.00

N/A

$12.00

$9.60

$16.00

$16.50

$14.00

Expense Terms
Effective
Rate/SF

N/A
Converted to
FSG

NNN

NNN

FSG

FSG

MG

$ 16.08

$ 13.65

$ 16.00

$ 16.50

$ 15.75

Comparison to Subject
Subject:
Primary Negative Factors:
Primary Positive Factors:

Location, smaller size of comparables
Quality compared to No. 2

Conclusions/Analysis: The following adjustment grid applies adjustments to the
comparables as each compared to the subject property.
Rent Adjustments Chart
No. 1
UnAdjusted/SF

No. 2

No. 3

No. 4

No. 5

$16.08

$13.65

$16.00

$16.50

$15.75

Office

Office

Office

Office

Office

-15%

-5%

-15%

-15%

-5%

Age

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Quality

0%

5%

0%

0%

0%

Condition

0%

0%

0%

-5%

-5%

-5%

-5%

-5%

-5%

-10%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Location

Size
Parking
Net Adj
Adjusted/SF

-20%

-5%

-20%

-25%

-20%

$12.86

$12.97

$12.80

$12.38

$12.60
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Analysis of Income & Expenses, cont’d.
A much narrower range of market rent was accomplished after adjustments to the
comparables. Size and location were the two largest adjustments to the comparables. The
subject's existing tenant lease rates support the >15,000 SF rental space. In addition, lease rates
were higher for smaller sized existing tenant spaces and for shop/whse space. These are
supported by the comparables, two of which priced their open warehouse space at $5.00/SF.
Estimated Market Rate:
Shop Space/Whse
Rent Per Size Category:
< 1,000 SF:
>1,000 SF <15,000 SF:
>15,000 SF:
Data Bldg 700
Expense Recoveries:

$12.50/SF
$4.50/SF
$20.00/SF
$14.00/SF
$12.50/SF
$13.50/SF
Two of the comparables supported operating expense
terms similar to the subject's existing leases, Nos. 3 and
4. Given the overall size of the subject property and
HVAC & electrical systems, a full-service expense
terms, with the landlord paying all operating expenses, is
believed to be the best choice. Market lease rates are
based on the following expense recovery: FSG.

Operating Expenses
Comparable property expenses of a similar use have been considered in this analysis. The
following portion of this analysis considers the typical vacancy and expenses of the subject
property.
Vacancy & Collection Loss
Subject Data:
Tenancy:
Current Occupancy:

Multi-tenant
31.2%

Market Data:
Submarket:
Submarket Years Supply:

95.1%
Equilibrium

Analysis:

Estimated Vacancy &
Collection Loss:
Huber & Lamb Appraisal Group, Inc.
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Given the subject's location, size and Class C product, a
higher vacancy rate is anticipated to be commonplace at
this property. Also noted is the uniqueness of about
27% of the southern portion of the building that is not
the standard office space mix. Based on a review of the
market data above as well as the subject's occupancy
history, a vacancy and collection loss of 20% is
considered to appropriately recognize potential leasing
demand and tenant turnover and collection loss over the
holding period. It is noted that most of the existing
leases are short-term in nature.
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Analysis of Income & Expenses, cont’d.
Operating Expense Estimates
Historical operating expenses for the subject property were not available. Though even if
these expenses were available, an accurate depiction of expenses at the current occupancy rate
would not be appropriate. Comparable property expenses of three office buildings in the Nashville
MSA were used to estimate the subject's operating expenses. The following chart presents the
comparables expenses by category and shows our estimate for the subject's expenses.
Comparable Expense Properties
Expense Item
Management
Taxes :
Insurance:
Utilities:
Janitorial:
Administration:
Security
Miscellaneous:
Maint. & Repairs:
Reserves:
Subtotal

Comp 1
$0.50
$0.74
$0.13
$2.34
$0.65
$0.02
$0.26
$0.00
$1.23
$0.00
$5.87

Comp 2
$0.65
$1.51
$0.24
$2.46
$0.89
$0.16
$0.06
$0.00
$1.14
$0.00
$7.11

Comp 3
$0.66
$2.99
$0.10
$2.20
$0.65
$0.05
$0.20
$0.00
$1.25
$0.00
$8.29

Estimate
$0.29
$0.48
$0.17
$2.25
$0.50
$0.04
$0.05
$0.00
$1.25
$0.15
$5.18

Expense Comparables Data
Name
Age
Square Footage
Expense year

Rivers Bldg
1980s
283,085
2014

Brookside
1982
95,524
2015

Del-Office
2000
345,964
2014

Comparable No. 1 and 3 are the largest buildings. These two likely will compare most to the
subject property. No. 2's rates will be slightly higher due to size on most categories. For instance,
security expenses likely will have a lower rate at the subject property. Nos. 1 and 3 have locations
in the Nashville market where security costs can be higher. Therefore, No. 2's Security rate is most
similar to the subject.
The real estate taxes for the subject are known; therefore, a comparison to the expense
comparables is not necessary. The Janitorial expense rate for Nos. 1 and 3 are typical for this size
building. However, a portion of the subject property will need no janitorial services. The subject's
rate is lowered to reflect this difference. Since the expense comparable data is a few years old, the
appraiser considered this effect on the individual categories in the following summary chart of the
subject's operating expenses.
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Analysis of Income & Expenses, cont’d.
Estimated Expense Summary
Management:
Taxes:
Insurance:
Utilities:
Janitorial:
Administration:
Security:
Maint. & Repairs:
Reserves:
Subtotal Expenses:

3.00%
$0.48
$0.17
$2.25
$0.50
$0.04
$0.05
$1.25
$0.15
$5.18

EGI
/SF
/SF
/SF
/SF
/SF
/SF
/SF
/SF
/SF

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

$86,071
$145,039
$51,062
$675,821
$150,183
$12,015
$15,018
$375,456
$45,055
$1,555,720

The following page presents our research to develop a Stabilized Operating Proforma for
the subject property. This statement assumes the property is at a 20% vacancy with the rents and
operating data previously analyzed. An overall rate analysis will follow the Stabilized Operating
Statement. The subject property must undergo a lease up to 80%. The cost of the lease-up or the
loss in rent because of vacancy and subsequent tenant improvements is explained next.

Vacant Space Lease-up Deductions
The stabilized value estimate does not recognize the fact that the subject is operating at a
below-stabilized occupancy at the date of completion. The prospective value upon completion
estimate must recognize the present value deductions for rent loss during lease-up and rent
concessions if any. The following exhibit titled Estimated Loss In Value From Lease-up presents
the present value calculations for the total lease-up costs by each category. The figures utilized
are from the discounted cash flow presented in the Discounted Cash Flow Analysis section,
which is presented later in the report, and the Stabilized Operating Statement exhibit in the
income capitalization approach.
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Analysis of Income & Expenses, cont’d.

Estimated Loss In Value From Lease-Up
Present Value of Capital Lease-Up Costs & Concessions
Tenant

Leasing

Finish

Commissions

Concessions

Vacant Space No. 1 (Year 1)

$2,271,858

$597,504

$0

Vacant Space No. 2 (Year 2)

$2,085

$490

$0

Vacant Space No. 3 (Year 3)

$0

$0

$0

$2,048,411

$538,690

$0

$2,050,000

$540,000

$0

Present Value Discounted @

11.00%

Rounded to:

Present Value of Income Loss Calculations
Year 1
Stabilized NOI

$1,313,321

Less: DCF NOI

($561,399)

Less: Rent Concessions*
Total Income Loss**
Present Value Discounted @
Rounded to,

11.00%

Year 2

Year 3

$1,313,321

$1,313,321

($1,212,910)

($1,175,766)

$0

$0

$0

$751,922

$100,411

$137,555

$859,482
$860,000

Lease-up Cost Summary
Rent Loss Due to Lease-Up:
Tenant Finish (Vacant Space):
Leasing Commissions:
Total Loss in Value From Lease-Up

$860,000
$2,050,000
$540,000
$3,450,000

This figure, which was calculated in a discounted cash flow model, must be subtracted
from the following Stabilized Value Pro forma estimate to arrive at an As-Is market value of the
subject property.
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STABILIZED OPERATING STATEMENT
Gross Rental Income Potential:
Size (SF)
300,365

Gross Rent Income
(See Rent Roll for Rent Allocation)
Plus: Expense Recovery
Total Expense Recovery
(Market = FSG)

Lease
Rate
$11.94 /SF =

@

$3,586,301

$0

Total Gross Annual Income:
Less: Vacancy/Collection Loss @
Effective Gross Income:

$3,586,301
($717,260)
$2,869,040

20%

Less Expenses
Management:
Taxes:
Insurance:
Utilities:
Janitorial:
Administration:
Security:
Maint. & Repairs:
Reserves:
Subtotal Expenses:

3.00%
$0.48
$0.17
$2.25
$0.50
$0.04
$0.05
$1.25
$0.15
$5.18

EGI
/SF
/SF
/SF
/SF
/SF
/SF
/SF
/SF
/SF

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

$86,071
$145,039
$51,062
$675,821
$150,183
$12,015
$15,018
$375,456
$45,055
$1,555,720

($1,555,720)

Net Operating Income:

$1,313,321

NOI/SF:
NOI/Gross Income %

$4.37
36.62%

CAPITALIZATION TECHNIQUE
NOI
$1,313,321

/
/

OAR =
10.00% =

Current Stabilized Value Estimate
Less: Lease-Up Costs to Stabilization
As Is Value Estimate
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Analysis of Direct Capitalization Rate
Improved Sales' Overall Rate Summary
Sale No.
Name/
Address

Subject

1
20 Bridgestone
Building

2
Dell Office
Complex

3
WestTNHBA
Bldg

Sale Date

Current

30-Sep-15

15-Jul-15

29-Aug-14

Year Built

1989

2007

2000

1984

Occupancy

31%

100%

65%

71%

23,391

345,964

42,614

9.40%
9.40%

8.52%
8.98%

8.48%
9.64%

Size(SF)
300,365
Overall
Rate
N/A
Before Leaseup costs

Note:

All transaction data in the chart reflects cash equivalency and/or other adjustments
applied in the comparable sale summary sheets.

Comparison of Important Factors Affecting OAR
All property and conditions of sale characteristics of the comparable sales and the subject
property have been analyzed by the appraisers. The following summarizes the comparison of
primary factors of the comparable sales affecting value as compared to the subject.
Subject:
Primary Negative Factors:
Primary Positive Factors:

Location/ Investment Quality
None significant

Most Comparable Sale:

No. 2

Comment/Analysis: It should be noted that overall rates trended downward about 50 to 75
basis points beginning in late 2015 and through the first quarter of 2017. Office overall rates
appear to have bottomed out in mid-2017 and by the 2017 3rd Quarter Kopacz survey overall rates
had inched up a bit for institutional grade buyers.
Sale No. 2's buyer had a tenant in place to make the deal happen. The buyer and broker did
not announce that there had been solid negotiations of a credit tenant to occupy the space for a
10-year term until after closing of the purchase. Lease-up cost reflected a rent loss of six months
and a TI allowance of $20.00/SF. Sale No. 3 had an analogous situation. The subject has an
inferior location compared to the comps. Therefore, an increase of 50 basis points from the
comparables to 10.00% is our estimate.

Concluded OAR:
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Income Capitalization Approach - Reconciliation
Introduction
The direct capitalization and discounted cash flow analysis are the two most frequently
utilized methods in appraisal practice. The Direct Capitalization Method represents the more
traditional method and the Discounted Cash Flow Analysis Method is the more current for
investment grade property.
Direct Capitalization

$9,680,000

The Direct Capitalization Method utilized stabilized gross income based on existing lease
income (if any) and vacant lease space at market rates. Appropriate deductions from the gross
income, including vacancy & credit loss and expenses, were analyzed and supported from
available data. The resulting net operating income was capitalized based on an overall rate
derived from comparable sales presented in the Sales Comparison Approach.
Discounted Cash Flow

Omitted

The Discounted Cash Flow model takes into account the actual cash flows that will result
from the current leases (if any) as well as the future income to the property based on current and
expected future market rental rates. The analysis also recognizes current investor perceptions of
future appreciation rates and economic factors as well as current investors' required rates of return
on invested capital. This technique is particularly useful in valuing investment grade, multitenant, and/or properties with below-stabilized occupancies. The discounted cash flow analysis is
less reliable for owner-occupied properties and small income properties which are typically
purchased by less sophisticated buyers. The appraisers feel that the subject property is not an
investment grade quality and would be purchased by a local owner. The discounted cash flow
has not been utilized in this analysis because the anticipated buyer and quality of the investment
indicate the buyer would most likely not utilize this technique.

Reconciliation
Value Estimate Summary by Method:
Direct Capitalization:
Discounted Cash Flow Analysis:

$9,680,000
Omitted

Only one technique was utilized in this approach. The subject's investment grade quality is
low with the most probable buyer being an owner-occupant or less sophisticated local investor.
Thus, the discounted cash flow analysis has been omitted in estimating the subject value because
the most probable buyer is less likely to consider the method. The estimated market value of the
subject property by the income capitalization approach is as follows:
Value Indicated by the Income Capitalization Approach
Implied OAR:
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Correlation & Final Estimate of Value
Introduction:
The indications of value utilized in the appraisal of the subject property falls within an
acceptable range. In the final analysis, the strengths and weaknesses of each approach must be
considered and most weight must be given to the approach or approaches with the greatest
quantity and quality of supporting data.

Cost Approach:

Omitted

General Description:

The cost approach is most applicable when a property is
new or proposed and represents the highest and best use
of the site. Land values are documented in the
marketplace and cost estimates are readily supported.
The inherent weakness of this approach is that it gives
no consideration to the income-producing capability of a
property.

Analysis:

Given the age of the subject property, estimation of
remaining economic life is difficult.

Weighted Consideration:

Omitted

Sales Comparison
Approach:

$10,000,000

General Description:

The sales comparison approach is utilized in the
valuation of the subject. The appraisal utilizes the best
available and verifiable Office sales. The adjusted
selling price per square foot of building area is utilized
in comparison to the subject property. After appropriate
adjustments, these sales were generally similar to the
subject in quality, design, location, and age.

Analysis:

A sufficient quantity and quality of comparable sales
was available to compare to the subject. The sales
approach directly reflects the actions of buyers in the
marketplace. The property sales compared to the subject
have been thoroughly analyzed, compared and adjusted
to the subject property given the varying economic and
physical characteristics of the properties. Given the
quality of data available and extensive analysis provided,
this method considered a reliable value indicator for the
subject.

Weighted Consideration:

Significant but secondary

Income Capitalization
Approach:

$9,680,000

Huber & Lamb Appraisal Group, Inc.
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Correlation & Final Value Estimate of Value, cont’d.
General Description:

The income capitalization approach involved the
analysis of the existing rent as compared with market
rent for the subject space. Additionally, a stabilized
operating statement was developed. The net operating
income was capitalized by the appropriate capitalization
rate which was derived by sales comparison.

Analysis:

A sufficient quantity and quality of comparable rental
and sale data was available to compare to the subject.
Since the subject's most probable buyer is a regional or
national operator, this approach is considered most
reflective of a regional or possibly a locally owned
operator, this approach is considered a very reasonable
method of estimating value.

Weighted Consideration:

Significant

Summary of Value Indications
Cost Approach
Sales Comparison Approach
Income Capitalization Approach

Omitted
$10,000,000
$9,680,000

Final Conclusions of Value
In view of the previous analyses, the most weight has been placed on the income
capitalization approach with less weight placed on the sales comparison approach. The cost
approach was omitted. Thus, the market value of the subject property, contingent to the
Assumptions and Limiting Conditions presented herein, as of October 31, 2017, is estimated to
be:
Nine Million Six Hundred Eighty Thousand Dollars
($9,680,000)

Exposure Period
Analysis:

The appraisers are required by USPAP to clearly state
the estimated exposure period required for the sale of the
subject property. In addition, we are providing the
estimated marketing period. The exposure period
represents the period to market the subject prior to the
effective date of appraisal for the subject to sell on the
effective date of appraisal. The marketing period
represents the period after the effective date of appraisal
in which the property will sell.
As discussed in the Highest and Best Use Analysis, the
subject property is generally well suited as an Office
property. The property is located in a developing, third-

Huber & Lamb Appraisal Group, Inc.
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Correlation & Final Value Estimate of Value, cont’d.
tier submarket of the Nashville MSA with average
income demographics its general market. Occupancies
in the area are 96.5%.
The market conditions are currently similar to the market
conditions over the past year. Furthermore, it is
anticipated that the market conditions will be relatively
similar to the current and recent market conditions of the
past few months. Thus, the marketing period is
estimated to be the same as the exposure period.
Conclusion:

Exposure Period:
Marketing Period:

Huber & Lamb Appraisal Group, Inc.
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Based on discussions with local brokers and other
market evidence, it is the appraisers' opinion that an
approximate 12 month period of time would be required
to sell the property if subjected to a typical marketing
program and if the property were listed at a price based
on the conclusion of value presented above. Given the
generally similar market conditions, this indicates that
the exposure period and marketing period are the same.
12
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Certification of Appraisal
We certify that, to the best of our knowledge and belief . . .
1.

The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.

2.

The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported
assumptions and limiting conditions, and are our personal, impartial, unbiased
professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions.

3.

We have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this
report, and we have no personal interest with respect to the parties involved.

4.

We have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to the
parties involved with this assignment.

5.

Our engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting
predetermined results.

6.

Our compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the
development or reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the
cause of the client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result,
or the occurrence of subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this
appraisal.

7.

Our analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been
prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice
published by the Appraisal Foundation and the Code of Professional Ethics & Standards
of Professional Practice of the Appraisal Institute.

8.

The use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute relating to
review by its duly authorized representatives.

9.

As of the date of this report, James E. Lamb, MAI, has completed the continuing
education program of the Appraisal Institute.

10.

Eugene L. Poe, Jr. has made a personal inspection of the site that is the subject of this
report.

11.

James E. Lamb, MAI has not made an inspection of the subject property. Mr. Lamb has
reviewed the subject appraisal report and concurs with the analysis and conclusions
contained in the appraisal report.

12.

No one provided significant real property appraisal assistance to the person(s) signing
this report.
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Certification of Appraisal, cont’d.
13.

This appraisal assignment was not based on a requested minimum valuation, a specific
valuation, or the approval of a loan.

14.

Huber & Lamb and/or the appraisers signing this report have not performed a previous
appraisal or any other service involving the subject property within the three years prior
to this assignment.

15.

The racial/ethnic composition of the neighborhood surrounding the property in no way
affected the appraisal determination.

James E. Lamb, MAI

Eugene L. Poe, Jr.

Review Appraiser
State Certified General Real Estate Appraiser
Licensee #CG-557

Associate Appraiser
State Certified General Real Estate Appraiser
Licensee #CG-1885
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Summary of Qualifications
James E. Lamb, MAI
Education
Attended the University of North Alabama, Fall 1977 through Spring 1979. Graduate of the
University of Mississippi, BBA Banking and Finance, May, 1981; MBA Finance, August, 1982.

Professional Affiliations
The Appraisal Institute, The Greater Tennessee Chapter; MAI Designation - Certification No.
8254. Continuing education completion status - through December 31, 2017
The National Association of Realtors, Member; local affiliation - Nashville Board of Realtors.

State Certifications
State of Tennessee Certified General Real Estate Appraiser - Licensee #CG-557

Accredited Appraisal Courses
The Appraisal Institute:
Course
Course
Course
Course
Course
Course
Course
Course
Course
Course
Course
Course
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar
Seminar

101
1A-1
1A-2
1B-A
1B-B
2-1
2-2

510
520
600

Introduction to Appraising Real Property
Real Estate Appraisal Principles
Basic Valuation Procedures
Capitalization Theory and Techniques, Part A
Capitalization Theory and Techniques, Part B
Case Studies In Real Estate Valuation
Valuation Analysis and Report Writing
Standard of Professional Practice, Part A
Standard of Professional Practice, Part B
Advanced Income Capitalization
Highest & Best Use and Market Analysis
Residential Income Capitalization
7 Hour National USPAP Course
Hazardous Materials in Real Property
Persuasive Styles in Narrative Report Writing
Advanced Income Capitalization Overview
Appraisal of Retail Properties
Income Valuation
Appraisal Review - Income Properties
Feasibility, Market Value, and Investment Timing: Option Value
What Commercial Clients Would Like Appraisers to Know
Advanced Internet Search Strategies
Advanced Spreadsheet Modeling for Valuation Applications
Analyzing Distressed Real Estate
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Summary of Qualifications
James E. Lamb, MAI
Other
Real Estate Principles
Real Estate Finance
Commercial and Investment Real Estate
Project Seminar
US Department of HUD’s MAP Training Seminar

Professional Exchange to Foreign Countries
In 1993, participated as a delegate of People to People International's Citizen Ambassador
Program - Real Estate Delegation to Russia and Lithuania. Discussions focused on the
privatization of real estate in these countries as they converted real estate ownership from the
government to the private sector. Issues specific to this process included real estate law
fundamentals, real estate tax issues, real estate valuation and attracting foreign real estate
investment.

Professional Experience
Appraisal experience includes retail, industrial, office, multi-family, mixed-use land
developments and special-purpose properties. Special-purpose property assignments include
hotels, manufacturing facilities, restaurants, right-of-ways and retirement facilities. Appraisals
have been utilized for mortgage loans, eminent domain, feasibility analyses, gift and estate tax,
and corporate management decisions.

Expert Witness
Qualified as an expert witness in several real estate court cases. Court appearances have been in
Middle Tennessee, East Tennessee and West Tennessee federal bankruptcy courts and State
courts in Tennessee. Also, Mr. Lamb has qualified as an expert in federal bankruptcy court in,
Kentucky (Lexington), Pennsylvania (Philadelphia) and Georgia (Atlanta).
Mr. Lamb has appeared before an Administrative Judge for the State of Tennessee State Board of
Equalization.

Employment History
Currently employed with Huber & Lamb Appraisal Group, Inc., and is a principal in the
company. Mr. Lamb is the principal in charge of the commercial real estate division of the
company and is a managing partner of the firm.
Previously employed as Vice President and primary MAI with Dengel, Lamb & Huber prior to
purchasing the assets and operations of DLH in October 1991.
Previously employed by a Dallas, Texas appraisal firm from March 1983 through June 1987 as a
staff appraiser.
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Summary of Qualifications
James E. Lamb, MAI
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Summary of Qualifications
Eugene L. Poe, Jr. (Gene)

Education:

• B.S. in Business Administration, The University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, 1984.
• Major: General Business; Minors: Finance and Accounting
• American Society of Appraisers coursework 1987 – 1993
• Affiliate Member of The Appraisal Institute 1997 – Current
• Completed continuing education and the Standard and Business
Ethics Course.

Accredited Appraisal Courses
The Appraisal Institute:
o Course 101
o Course 1 A-1
o Course 1 A-2
o Course 1 B-A
o Course 1 B-B
o Course
o

Course

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

AI Course
AI Course
AI Course
AI Course
AI Course
AI Course
AI Course
Other
Designation:

Introduction to Appraising Real Property
Real Estate Appraisal Principles
Basic Valuation Procedures
Capitalization Theory and Techniques, Part A
Capitalization Theory and Techniques, Part B
Current on National Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice
Code of Professional Ethics and Standards of Professional
Practice
Subdivision Valuation
Analyzing Tenant Credit Risk and Commercial Leases
Appraising Convenient Stores (C-Stores)
Small Hotel Valuation
Apartment Market Analysis
An Introduction to Valuing Commercial Green Buildings
Marketability Studies: Six-Step Process & Basic Applications
Various Other Higher-level Appraisal Institute Courses
Affiliate Member of the Appraisal Institute

Professional Affiliations

The Appraisal Institute, Tennessee Chapter; general Associate
Member.

State Certifications

State of Tennessee Certified General Real Estate Appraiser Licensee #CG-1885
Permanent and Temporary Licenses held in adjoining States

Professional Experience:
January 91 - Present

Associate Appraiser, Huber & Lamb Appraisal Group, Inc.
Nashville, Tennessee. Responsibilities included research and
investigation into income and non-income producing real
property. Appraisal experience includes retail, industrial, office,
multifamily (conventional, HUD and LIHTC), residential lot and
mixed-use land developments and special-purpose property.
Special-purpose property assignments include hotels, special
uses such as self-storage, restaurants, institutional buildings, auto
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Summary of Qualifications
Eugene L. Poe, Jr.

dealerships, convenience stores and right-of-ways. Appraisals
are utilized for mortgage loans, eminent domain, feasibility
analyses, gift and estate tax and corporate management decisions.
October 86 - January 91

Community Interests:

Project Manager, Neiman-Ross & Associates, Inc., Nashville,
Tennessee.
Responsibilities with Neiman-Ross Associates
included extensive research into building cost data for the
preparation of detailed cost studies of various special use
properties including hospitals and manufacturing concerns.
Developed a cost segregation program for company use which
became a standard in the field. Achieved experience in the
valuation of real estate including tax management, property tax
issues and income producing property.
Doctorate of Commissioner Science - Boy Scouts of America
Secretariat member – Tres Dias Christian Organization
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Summary of Qualifications
Eugene L. Poe, Jr.
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Addenda
Contents
Exhibit 1
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Exhibit 1
Overall Rate Sales Comparables
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Improved Sale No. 1

Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location
Tax ID
MSA
Sale Data
Grantor
Grantee
Sale Date
Property Rights
Conditions of Sale
Financing
Sale History
Verification

2909
Office, Class A/B Office
20 Bridgestone Building
20 Bridgestone Parkway, Nashville, Davidson County,
Tennessee 37214
SWQ of Briley Parkway and Donelson Pike
095-07-0-161.00
Nashville

Fds Rose II - Meps Bna LLC
Boyd Nashville GSA II LLC
September 30, 2015
Leased fee
Arm's length
All cash to seller
Listed for $3.8 million and sold for $3.5 million in 2012
Centennial Retail Services; (615) 234-4934, June 06, 2016;
Confirmed by Gene Poe

Sale Price
Cash Equivalent
Adjusted Price

$3,032,000
$3,032,000
$3,032,000

Land Data
Land Size

5.590 Acres or 243,500 SF

General Physical Data
Building Name

Gov't Services
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Building Type
Gross SF
Net SF
Construction Type
Sprinklers
Stories
Floor Height
Year Built
Condition

Single Tenant
24,288
23,391
Brick on steel frame
100%
1
10'-12'
2007
Good

Building Class

C

Income Analysis
Potential Gross Income
Effective Gross Income
Net Operating Income

$285,000
$285,000
$285,000

Indicators
Sale Price/Gross SF
Sale Price/Net SF
Floor Area Ratio
Land to Building Ratio
Occupancy at Sale
Gross Income Multiplier
Eff. Gross Income
Multiplier
Overall or Cap Rate
Net Operating Income/Sq.
Ft.

$124.84 Actual or $124.84 Adjusted
$129.62 Actual or $129.62 Adjusted
0.10
10.03:1
100%
10.64
10.64
9.4%
$11.73

Remarks
Boyd Watterson Asset Management bought the property at 20 Bridgestone Parkway on behalf of
the Boyd Watterson GSA Fund. The GSA occupant is a military entrance processing center.
Long-term leases are backed by the federal government and obligations of the U.S. Treasury.
The property is a class C construction office-flex located in the Airport North submarket. The
property is occupied with a single tenant GSA (government) lease with lease with 32-year lease
that had an out-clause after the initial two years (expired). The tenant is Military Entrance
Processing Station Processing. The master lease is absolute net. While a government lease
typically holds the bottom of the market range for leases, the tenant pays for real estate taxes,
insurance, and CAM, which is considered a hedge for increased expenses. The lease has few
bumps.
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Improved Sale No. 2

Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location
Tax ID
MSA
Market Type
Sale Data
Grantor

2704
Office, Class B Office
Dell Office Complex
1 Dell Parkway, Nashville, Davidson County, Tennessee 37217
Southwest corner of Murfreesboro Pike and Donelson Pike
134-00-0-158 & 134-00-0-312
Nashville
Suburban

Grantee
Sale Date
Deed Book/Page
Property Rights
Conditions of Sale
Financing
Mortgagee
Verification

Industrial Development Board of Metropolitan Nashville
Government
LBA RV-Company XIII, LP/LBA RV-Company XIV, LP
July 15, 2015
N/A
Leasehold
Arm's Length
Cash to Seller
JP Chase
Bill Kerns; Confidential, July 17, 2015; Confirmed by Gene Poe

Sale Price
Cash Equivalent
Upward Adjustment
Adjusted Price

$52,943,000
$52,943,000
$2,900,000 (Leasing + TI cost)
$55,843,000

Land Data
Land Size
Zoning
Topography

48.490 Acres or 2,112,224 SF
IR, IR Restrictive Industry
Rolling
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Utilities
Shape
Landscaping
Flood Info

All including fiber
Irregular
Average
Not in a flood zone

General Physical Data
Building Type
Gross SF
Net SF

Multi-Tenant
354,000
345,964

Construction Type
Roof Type
Foundation
Electrical
HVAC
Sprinklers
Stories
Floor Height
Year Built
Condition
Building Class
Elevators
Other

Precast concrete and steel frame
Flat w/membrane covering
Slab
Typical office
Chilled & hot water
100%
1 to 3
12'
2000
Good
B
5
2,140 open asphalt spaces

Income Analysis
Potential Gross Income
Vacancy
Effective Gross Income
Expenses
Net Operating Income

$7,989,670 $15 Base, $8.09 Reimburse
$399,483 5%
$7,590,187
$2,834,863
$4,755,324

Indicators
Sale Price/Net Rentable SF
Floor Area Ratio
Land to Building Ratio
Occupancy at Sale
Gross Income Multiplier
EGIM
Expenses/Sq. Ft.
Overall or Cap Rate
NOI/Sq. Ft.

$153.03 Actual or $161.41 Adjusted
0.16
2.68:1
65%
6.99
7.36
$8.01
8.52%; 8.98% before adding Lease-up costs
$13.43

Remarks
Dell USA LP/Dell sold its bond holding to LBA RV-Company XIII, LP/LBA RV-Company XIV,
LP (LBA) for a consideration of $52,943,000. The building was 65% occupied with the buyer
bringing in a credit tenant (HCA). The bond holding is held by the Industrial Board of
Metropolitan Nashville Government (IDB). The sale closed on July 15, 2015, in Leasehold
Interest which was also the official signing of the HCA lease.
The building is in good condition and features a large percentage of computer flooring open flex
space. A potential HCA tenant will occupy the North building with an estimated $20/SF
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allowance offered by the buyer/landlord. Lease Up costs of the 119,515 SF vacant space (leasing
commissions and the tenant allowance) are added to the cost of the building ($2,900,000).
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Improved Sale No. 3

Property Identification
Record ID
Property Type
Property Name
Address
Location
Tax ID
MSA
Sale Data
Grantor
Grantee
Sale Date
Deed Book/Page
Property Rights
Conditions of Sale
Financing
Mortgagee
Original Mortgage
Sale History
Verification

Sale Price
Cash Equivalent
Upward Adjustment
Adjusted Price
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2784
Office, General Office
WestTNHBA Bldg
5400 Poplar Avenue, Memphis, Shelby County, Tennessee
38119
Southside of Poplar Ave., at Valleybrook Drive
056051 00036
Memphis

PPM XII LP (Cordova Investors Group)
HBAM Member Services I (Home Builders Association of
Mississippi)
August 29, 2014
14089843
Leased fee
Arm's length
Cash to seller
Paragon Bank
$4,080,000
Listed at $6,490,000 $152/SF 6.5% cap Stabilized
Luke Jensen - CW; 901.362.4313, November 16, 2015;
Confirmed by Gene Poe
$4,350,000
$4,350,000
$600,000 Buyer renovations
$4,950,000
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Land Data
Land Size
Zoning
Topography
Utilities

3.270 Acres or 142,441 SF
OG - General Office
Level
All

General Physical Data
Building Type
Gross SF
Net SF

Multi-Tenant
45,058
42,614

Construction Type
Roof Type
Foundation
Electrical
HVAC
Sprinklers
Stories
Year Built
Condition

Brick on steel frame
Flat w/membrane cover
Slab
Typical office
Forced air split
100% wet
3
1984
Good

Building Class
Elevators

B+
Yes

Income Analysis
Net Operating Income

$419,595

Indicators
Sale Price/Net Rentable SF
Floor Area Ratio
Land to Building Ratio
Occupancy at Sale
Overall or Cap Rate
Net Operating Income/Sq.
Ft.

$102.08 Actual or $116.16 Adjusted
0.50
2:1
71%
8.48% or 9.64% before Lease-up
$9.31

Remarks
This building will become the new home of West Tennessee Home Builders Association.
WestTNHBA bought the Poplar Avenue building spending roughly $600,000 in renovations;
which was mostly capital improvements related to HVAC upgrades. The building was 71%
occupied at the time of the sale. The property was listed for $6,490,000 reflecting a 6.5% cap on
a prospective stabilized income. Paragon Bank, a tenant and seller of the property, financed the
purchase. The association will occupy about 5,000 SF, leaving 7,358 SF vacant in the building.
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